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A deeline in per eapita food produetion should lead to an inereased demand for power,

specifically draft animal power (DAP) \Mhat are the factors affecting the use of DAF

in Mbey4 Tanzania? A baseline survey is examined and in-depth interviews were

carried out. It is found that access to technology is a major impediment to the

extension of draft animal power. Fuñhermore, although there is a correlation befween

income and the use of DAP, it is more likely that farmers with high income adopt

DAP, than that adoption of DAP leads to high income. The reason why farmers adopt

DAP is poorly understood. It is likely that the use of DAP in Mbeya is inefficient,

a¡rd for this reason the farmers receive minimal benefit from the use of the technology.

There is a need for long term on-farm research to identifu more effrcient ways of

using DAP. Fertilizer prices will rise as a result of structural adjustment, and this will

create new incentive to increase yields with DAP.

ABSTRACT
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CI{,åtrT'ER tr: INTR.0D{.ICTI0N

T'F{E F'OOD PR.OÐI.]CTION PR.OBN-EM åh{ AFR.{CA

ln a document prepared by the secretariat and presented to the ìWorkshop on

Planning and Implementation Techniques f'or Participatory Rural Development in

Afiica in 1990, a grim picture of the African f'ood situation is painted. The partici-

pants at this workshop, organized by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations (FAO) and the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) were told that

given the population growth rate in Africa, "the implication for the national food

systerns are obvious: food production has to grow four fold . . . during the next

decade; or the indigenous ability to trade or purchase f'ood will have to develop; or

the region will have to continue being dependent on outside support for its sustenance

. . . in order to avoid the continuation of hunger on an ever greater and wider scale"

(Mulogetta 1990). The paper places the blame fbr this situation on the failure of the

agro-ecosystem, socio-economic and political factors, as well as the lack of low

capital, labour saving technology in Africa.

This concern is not new to African decision makers. 
.When 

the African heads

of state and heacls of government met in 1979, they developed The Ingos PIan of

Action for AJrican Economic Development l98G2M. In this document, they were

forced to agtee that:

In the course of the last two decades, at a time when the African continent
was confronted with a rapid population growth as well as urbanization, the

I



food and agricultural situation in Africa deteriorated very radically: the
production and consumption of food per capita fell well below the nutri-
tional requirements (Organization of African Unity 1980).

Since then the situation has not improved, indeed in many cases it has become

worse. The 1984 index of food production for all of Africa is116%othat of 1974,but

the 1984 index of food production per capita is only 88% that of 1974. The 1985-87

average index of food production is 98% that of I979-Bl. Tanzania has fared no

better than most African countries. Its I984 index of food production per capita is

94%o that of 1974 (McMillan and Hansen 1986). Its 1985-87 index is 90o/o that of

1979-81. The State of Food and Agriculture reports agricultural Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) growth for the 1980s in Africa to be less than I percent per year

overall, well below the rate of population growth. This represents a 1.2 per cent

decline per capita (Food and Agriculture Organization 1989, World Bank 1989).

Conceivably, the re¿ßon for depressed agricultural growth in the 1960s and

1970s is government policies that deliberately gave priority attention to non-agricul-

tural sectors. But this certainly cannot be said of the 1980s. The Lagos conference

stated that priority attention be given to the development of the agricultural sector.

The United Nations (UN) too, in 1986 initiated its UN Programme of Action for

African Economic Recovery and Development. This programme assigned to agricul-

ture the central role for economic recovery (Food and Agriculture Organization, 1989).

From 7952 to 1962 most of the underdeveloped regions of the world achieved

a food production growth rate of above 3 percent. The rate of food production in

Africa grew by 2.2 per cent. From 1962 to 1972 there was a general slowing down in

the growth of production, and from 1972to 1982, the trends initiated during the



previous decade were simply accentuated (Anyang'nyong'o i988). Appropriately

A -.'.'-^t-.'^^^ t^ 
^-l-^.

^r¡JanrË rrJlJuË v (¡sÁò.

, Why has agriculture been doing so poorly in African economies?

" V/hy is there such a tremendous decline in food production?

. Are the answers to the above questions to be found in the poor ecological

conditions, bad farming practices, inappropriate public policies or a hostile

international environ ment?

What steps have Afäcan governments taken to correct this terrible situation?

The World Bank document .Sub-,Sahara Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable

Growth (1989) suggests answers to some of these questions.

1. The problem is not terms of trade. Although there has been some loss as a

result of changes in terms of üade since 1960, the losses have been smaller than

the gains. Declining export volumes, more than declining export prices, account

for Africa's poor export revenues.

Population growth has been steady, and the growth, which is now over 3 percent

annually, is outpacing growth in GDP.

Investment has been inefficient and at a declining level. Africa's investment and

operating costs are typically 50 to |N% above those in South Asia. Incremental

ouþut generated by investment has dropped dramatically from 3Io/a of invest-

ment in 1960s to 2.5% in the 1980s. Key to this inefficiency is "weak public

sector management which has resulted in loss-making public enterprises? poor

investment choices, costly and unreliable infrastructure, price distortions and

hence inefficient resource allocation.' Wage cosLs are high relative to produc-

2.

3.



tivitv. "Intermediate technologies . . . are too little used." The quality of

government is deteriorating, "epitomized by bureaucratic obstruction, pervasive

rent seeking, weak judicial systems, and arbitrary decision making." The

approach to government has been top-down, resulting in a demotivated ordinary

people, the very people "whose energies are most need to be mobilized in the

development effort."

The document goes on to elaborate on the lack of intermediate technology or

"The Missing Middle." "Transportation is mostly by motor vehicle or on foot.

there are surprisingly few bicycles, mopeds, carts, and the like. When farmers

modernize, they switch from the hoe to a tractor; few use oxen ."

Although the above discussion deals with Sub-Sahara Africa as a whole, all of

this applies equally well to Tanzania.

1. Conversation with farmers at the time of the writer's field work revealed that the

reason for decreased cotton production was poor prices. These poor prices were

the result of govemment pricing policies, not the world market. The Govem-

ment of Tanzania provided the only legal market channel for all cotton produc-

tion, and used that monopoly position to levy a substantial tax on cotton

growers.

2. The current annual population growth rate for Tanzania is 3.5Yo, compared to a

rate for Africa of 3.1%o.

At the time of the field work associated with this thesis, there were in the Mbeya

aÍea'.

3.

@ a cement factory functioning at 25o/o of capacity



a textile factory built three years previously, still not functioning

a steel fabrication plant working at 20Yo of capacity

numerous other industries giving a pitiful return to investment.

The lack of an "Appropriate Middle" in agriculture is the very topic of this thesis.

It is obvious that the food situation in Africa is serious indeed. What can be

done about it?

It is not the purpose of this paper to propose a variety of solutions to this

problem. Rather, the purpose of this paper is to examine one particular technology,

the increased use of draft animal po\Ã/er, to see whether it is a technology appropriate

for the increase of food production in Tanza¡ia.

S{JSTANNAtsILITV

In their report Our Common Fulure, the World Commission on Environment

and Development has drawn attention to the importance of sustainability in develop-

ment. To many development proponents, there seems to be an inherent contradiction

between economic growth and sustainability Conventional economic growth results in

an increased use of petroleum based energy. At the same time, the dependence on

such energy, which is a nonrenewable resource, is viewed as unsustainable in many

situations. An alternative has been proposed which has become known as "Low

External Inputs Systems." Proponents of this farming system advocate more mixed

cropping, greater recycling of organic wastes, and the greater integration of cropping

and livestock activities. While this is a laudable objective from both an ecological and

equity point of view, many criticize it as being unrealistic, because it does not take

sufficiently seriously the current economic and humanitarian situation. Critics of the



Low External Inputs System say that food availability would decline and food prices

r¡¡orrld rice fF'nnd qnrl Áoric¡rlfrrre f)roenizqfinn IORO\

Identified, effective technologies to increase food production are, by and large,

dependent on increased extemal inputs. Replicable technologies for increasing food

production using low extemal inputs are few. Furthermore, most low external input

systems are labour intensive which places an important constraint on their adoption.

There ate, however, a few agricultural technologies that are atfracting attention. These

are Multiple-cropping (Francis. 1989) Agro-forestry (Kang, Reynolds, and Atta-Krah.

1990), Conservation Tillage (Lal. 1989), and the increased use of Draft Animal Power

(DAP). These technologies are interrelated, as is evident from the following quotation

from Lal (1989).

Low-input sustainable agriculture is . . . based on the use of innovative soil
and crop management techniques and the use of renewable inputs to attain
satisfactory retums, optimize resource use, and preserve a healthy balance
of soil, food, people and environment. Sustainable altemative agricultural
systems involve the use of new crops and cultivars. These are adapted to
specific soil and environmentally related constraints, multiple and rotational
cropping systems based on legumes and agro-forestry techniques, inte-
grated pest management, and conservation tillage. These practices based
on conservation farming are not always high yielding, especially on a
short-term basis.

A qystems approach is essential for the wide adaptation of conservation
tillage. For the conservation tillage qystem to be successfully adopted in a
wide range of soils and environments, it must fit into the overall scheme
of the present and future trends in the farming systems of the region. It
must also meet the rising social and economic aspirations of the farming
community. Conservation tillage cannot be adopted in isolation. It is a

basic management tool for which the supporting packages of cultural
practices must be developed and researched specifically for each bench-
mark soil ærd agro-ecological region. These cultural practices must be
designed to render the system flexible for flrne-tuning by the farmer con-
cemed.



Conservation tillage is a risk-avoiding and problem-solving approach...
The effectiveness of conservation tillage can be vastly improved by adopt-
ing other supportive practices based on principles of good farming. These
include crop rotations, cover crops, mixed farming, agro-forestry, and
summeÍ fallowing. The slow adoption of conservation tillage is due to the
lack of suitable supporting practices that would enhance its effectiveness."

In particular, the adoption of conservation tillage and multiple cropping will

require adaptations in the use of draft animal power. An understanding of the engin-

eering, cultural and economic constraints to the adaptation of the various technologies

will assist in the effective design of promotion progr¿rms.

GROWT'H WffiE{ EQUTTV

But even sustainable growth does not necessarily reduce poverfy or provide

food security. Earlier policies have tended to favour the u¡ban elite at the expense of

the rural poor and men at the expense of women (The World Bank l9S9) This was

not the explicit intent of the policies, but their result was differentiation, nevertheless.

In the 1960s and 1970s, many development professionals as well as African Govern-

ment officials believed that "trickle down" development would work. But it is now

evident that it is policy based on the "trickle down theory" that has lead to the dichot-

omy between the modem and traditional sector found in many African counties today.

All to frequently, "good intentions" have been sufficient justification for even

far-reaching intervention. As solutions to the African food production crisis are

proposed, it is important that the approach of this past be avoided. There is a need to

escape this naivete, and monitor interventions for their effect on differentiation

between the poorest and those less poor, as their effect on women.
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energy source under these circumstances, there is an urgent need for a better under-

standing of Draft Anim¿l Power. If it is as appropriate as it seems, why has its use

not spread spontaneously? Under what circumstances does the use of DAP increase?

What are the constraints to the increased use of DAP? Can research and extension

overcome these constraints? What are the effects of the increased use of DAP,

particularly on equity?

It will be beyond the scope of a modest thesis of this nature to examine all of

these questions adequately. However, I will present a search of the literature to

suggest an answer to these questions. I will also examine a baseline survey carried

out for a DAP promotion project in Tanzania f'or consistencies with the literature

review. Finally, I will make some suggestions for further research that could answer

some of these questions.

NNTERDISCtrPNJNAR.Y tsECA,USE TËIE FAR&{ER XS INTER.ÐISCIPX-XN.A,R.Y

Farmers need to be involved in the identification of suitable technology.

Quantitative data, essential in the identification of the circumstances under which

farmers adopt a particular technology, are important, but are largely limited to the

comparison of similar circumstances. Such data have had limited usefi¡lness where the

situation facing policy makers is new. Perhaps nowhere has this been more evident

than in the design and failure of tactorization schemes. "The low population density

of Sub-Saharan Africa often seduced colonial as well as independent African govern-

ments into schemes for rapid tractorization, one of which was the ill-fated Tanzania



groundnut scheme. A common assumption was that, once land was cleared and

tractors provided, farmers would adopt a permanent system of cultivation. . . . Tse-tse

fly . . . was assumed to constrain small farmers' use of animal draft. A consistent

record of failure shows that these assumptions were wrong." (The World Bank 1987)

Large formal surveys, no matter how well designed, would likely not have

predicted most of these failures, although Pingali, Bigot, and Binswanger (1987) have

recently developed an analytical framework that is helpful. But these fail to point to

the need for cultural sensitivity in designing development projects. It is important not

only to know what farmers will decide under particular circumstances, but also why

they make that decision. Knowing why people ¡un their farms the way they do is as

important as knowing what their farming practices are. With a long tradition of

fieldwork in small communities, anthropologists and rural sociologists have developed

procedures of parricipant observation, informal survey, in-depth case studies, use of

key informants, etc., which routinely combine direct and indirect research techniques

to gather and interpret reliable data of this nature (Cernea and Guggenheim 1986).

There is a search for new approaches in development. This is not new, in that

there has always been a group of people saying that conventional development would

not work. In the late 60s and 70s, these were the appropriate technology people --

E.F. Schumacher probably was their main spokesman. The problem with appropriate

technology has been that it could never get around its image of being second best. For

that reason, agencies had a great deal of difficulty promoting it. Even though it has

always been evident that there was a lack of intermediate technology, most decision

makers did not regard promoting intermediate technology as the answer. Their goal
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was to bypass the intermediate stage and go directly to state of the art technology.
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down development, whether Marxist or capit¿list has left Africa impoverished. This

is because development designed from the top violates the most elementary principles

in logic. It ignores the fact that people behave the way they are motivated to behave,

not in the way the project designer wishes them to behave. Projects typically ask an

agency or institution to do A when the prevailing incentive is to do B or C. tsut

because project planners are usually so far removed from the rural poor they are

planning for, they cannot see this even though they have the best of intentions. This

is precisely why project beneficiaries neecl to be involvecf in as much of the project

planning as possible, and this is why project planners need to have interdisciplinary

knowledge.

T'HE RESEAR.CF{ ARE^A

The research for this project was carried out in the Mbeya region of Tanzanta,

under the Mbeya Oxenization Project. This project is funded by the Canadian

lnternational Development Agency and the Government of Tanzanta. It is imple-

mented by the Mennonite Economic Development Associates of V/innipeg. The

project is a two phase project. The first and current phase is focused on identiSring a

technology that is acceptable to farmers. lt is anticipated that a second phase will

follow which will focus on extending the identified technology.

Mbeya Region is part of the Southern Highlands of Tanzania, bordering both

Lake Rukwa and l,ake Nyassa. The altitude varies fiom 5@ to 280û metres, which in

turn affects rainfall which varies from 6û0 to 3600 millimetres annually (Loewen-



Rudgers et al. 1988). Crop yields vary widely, but in the intensively fàrmed areas,

and the areas of project focus, farmers obtain relatively high yielrJs of a wide variety

of crops. Maize, Tanzania's major food crop, is the most import¿nt crop of the

Mbeya Region, and is ex¡rorted to other parts of Tanzania. Coffee, rice, and cotton

are other signifìcant crops. Of the 200,000 smallholder fàrmers in the region,

approximately 15"/o own cattle used for plowing. A map <lf the area is shown in

Figure l.

11
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NNT'R@ÐUCTTON

In reviewing the literature on the determinants of oxeni zatron, the issues can

conveniently be divided into two categories. The first concerns factor product price

ratios, and the second concerns farmer behaviour in light of such factor product price

ratios. The first has to do entirely with economic considerations. The second category

of issues are influenced strongly by economics, but anthropological and sociological

considerations are of equal importance. Factors relating to oxenization such as land

shortage, unavailability of draft animals, disease, lack of water, unsuitable soils,

smallholder credit and cash constraints, and lack of infrastructure, would fall into the

first category. Poor equipment supply, conslraints to innovatìon caused by cultural

barriers, and lack of knowledge belong to the second. In this chapter, drawing on the

literature, a picture is developed of the conditions under which Draft Animal Power

(DAP) is appropriate, and where the use of DAP will advance, Although most of the

conclusions come directly from the literature, some are not expressed in the literature

but follow from it, and others follow from popular opinion.

Obviously government action through input subsidization, wage and price

controls, the setting of foreign exchange rates, and the allocation of foreign exchange

will affect many of the determinants discussed. So will the general health of the

economy. But these factors are not the concern of this thesis. The concern in this

CFN,APU'ÐR, 2: ^& F,Fï'ERATYIRE R.EVFEW
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thesis is the micro environment faced by the farmer, and the decisions he will make as

a result of his perception of that environment. Similarly, widespread oxenization will

have substantial effects on the economy as a whole, but these effects also are not of

concem here. The concem here is with the effect of oxenization on the farm enter-

prise and the farm community. We assume that the farmer adopts the innovation

because he believes he will be better off as a result, and we accept that judgement.

However, because many rural development projects have had a negative effect on the

most vulnerable in that society - the poor and women - there is reason to be concerned

about the impact the project will have on these two groups. For this reason we will

discuss the effect of oxenization on the distribution of wealth in the community, and

the effect on the role and workload of women.

There is a surprising amount of literature dealing with the determinants of

oxenization. Much of this is fairly recent, as ever more agronomists and economists

have addressed the puz-zle of why food production in Africa is on the decline. With

this attention there seems to be an increasing interest in the role of innovation, and its

determinants. Twenty years ago the books on agricultural development were filled

with suggestions as to what poor farmers needed to be taught. Recent books deal

much more with the problem of understanding peasant thought.

Before proceeding, a few words on definition are necessary. This thesis deals

with the increased use of draft animals, rathe¡ than a simple change from hoe cultiva-

tion to animal powered cultivation. The word "oxenization" is used to describe this

process of increased draft animal use in the same way that "mechanization" refers to

the increased use of machines. Either explicitly or implicitly, many writers have used
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"oxenization" or some similar phrase to describe the simple shift from hoe cultivation

to animal powered cultivation. This leads to fallacious thinking. t¡ecause the f'armer

who loads his maize onto a pack donkey instead of carrying it himself-, is oxenizing;

and the farmer who already uses a plow, cultivator, and cart, but who now begins

stall feeding his animals so they will be more responsive when used for draft, is

oxenizing. The word is not limited to describing the substitution of an ox plow for a

hoe, but applies to all aspects of a more sophisticated use of DAP.

TF{ÛUGHT PXONEERS

Any commentary on oxenization is, of necessity, by and for outsiders looking

in. Because we are dealing with oxenization in Africa, we are dealing with peasant

agriculture, hence the question of concern is: under what conditions do peasants

increase their utilization of draft animals. Neither the writers nor the readers of this

literature are peasants, so models become important. Two writers have been particu-

larly influential in developing models of peasant agriculture, and their thinking is

reflected in most recent literature. These are Schultz and Chayanov. Theodore W.

Schulø presented his classic Transþrming TraditÌonnl Agriculrure, (New Haven: Yale

University Press) in 1964. He examined the hypothesis that "there are comparatively

few significant inefficiencies in the allocation of the factors of production in traditional

agriculture" (p37) and found that it held. Traditional farmers maximize profit on the

production function they face. Increased skill and scientific knowledge will alter the

production function. Since the presentation of his lecture, Schultz's understanding has

had a significant effect on the thinking of western economists as they have sought to

better understand the procluction function of the traclitional farmer; ancl of greater
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relevance to our problem, the factors that determine movement to a new production

function. In keeping with Schultz's thinking, it is an underlying principle of this thesis

that the peasant farmer is rational.

The work of the early twentieth century Russia¡r economist A. V. Chayanov as

described in his The Theory of Peasant Economy (lg66,Homewood lllinois: Irwin),

has not been incorporated into the thinking of western economists to the extent that

Schultz's has. This is unfortunate. In Chayanov's view the peasant economy is a non-

capitalist form of production Primarily household labour is utilized and this is not

capitalized. The farm decision maker is'ihe household. Land and capital are either

constant or if not, overvalt¡ed, and this makes it very difficult to separate the respect-

ive return from these factors of production. The household and the production unit is

the same thing, and has limited capacity and/or willingness to take risk. Nevertheless

the peasant economy is rational. It is because value is placed on criteria other than

profit maximization, such as food security or social order, that this mode of production

offers significant resistance to capitalist competition. Chayanov's insights are particu-

larly helpful in understanding peasant behaviour where it deviates from predicted

behaviour based on factor product price ratios.

The two writers, Schultz and Chayanov, have in common.the assumption that

peasant farmers are rational. This is an important assumption. To some extent the

assumption can be tested, but it is largely an a priori position. Schultz and Chayanov

demonstrate that an individual (peasant) behaves rationally, after thø røtionality has

been defined fiom the peasætt's perspeclive. It is common to point out irrational

peasant behaviour, bt¡t this is always based on the observer's own defrnition of
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rationality. Economists in the Schultz/Chayanov school will, where apparent irra-
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remains to be discovered. This is important because it determines how a cross

cultural problem is approached. If the approach to an apparent anomaly is that it is

the result of irrationality, efforls to understand are terminated, and efforts to dominate

take over. That is not the approach of this thesis; rather, its purpose is to discover

peasant rationaiity.

Oxenization is not only about peasant agriculture, it is also about technology.

E. F. Schumacher putrlished his classic Smnll is Beautiful: A Study of Economics as if

People Mcnered in 1973. He argued that the interests of the poor are better served

with small-scale, relatively undisruptive, locally based technology, rather than through

the uncritical transposition of western technology into poor areas. His book was

provocative and had broad popular appeal. The book, and the lntermediate Technol-

ogy Development Group in l,ondon (an information clearing house ancl lobby group

he helped found), have influenced the thinking of a great nurnber of people. Schu-

macher's book was fbllowed by a more scholarly book, Technology and Un"d.erdevel-

opmentl by Frances Stewart in 1977. She argues that a technology that increases

ouþut at the expense of employment in a society rich in labour, is inappropriate.

Appropriate technology reflects societies' ne€ds, living standards, t¿stes and the

relative scarcity of land, Iabour, and capital. This thinking is important when

considering the appropriateness of oxenization. V/hen a technology arises out of a

situation, it will naturally be appropriate. It is primzrily when outside forces inter-

vene that there is danger of giving impetus to inappropriate technology. Since the
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Mbeya Oxenization Project is an outside intervention? an ongoing examination of the
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FACTOR PR.TDUCT' PR.ICE R AT'NO CON SXDER.AT'XON S

TFTE TNÐUCED INNOVATNON MOÐEL

Recent writing on agricultural development, f'ocuses heavily on the induced

innovation concept, so it is appropriate that we consider this first. According to this

concept, agricultural development deals basically with two factor endowments: labour

and land. ln the case of oxenization, there is a third: capital in the form of oxen. Up

to a point these factors of production are substitutable - if the amount of land available

to a farmer decreases, he can, up to a point, maintain production by increasing his

labour or capital input, and vice versa. The particular combination of factors that will

be used will depend on the relative prices of each, and these in turn will depend on

the relative endowment of each (Binswanger and Ruttan 1978).

Technological innovations then, can be divided into three types of innovation -

land saving, capital saving and labour saving. These types of innovations, and their

effect on a country or firm have been examined in depth (Hayami and Ruttan 1985,

Johnston and Kilby 1975). This model is helpful in explaining much of what has been

observed: for example the difference between the development of agriculture in the

U.S.A. and Japan, and why the innovations of the "Green Revolution", have spreacl

so quickly through Asia. Neither the discussion of the model, nor either of these

cases is entirely applicable to our particular problem. Yet the model contributes to

our understanding of it, as will become evident.
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The model shows that there are multiple paths of technological development.

Technology can be developecl so as to facilitate the substitution of relatively abundant

(hence cheap) f-actors for relatively scarce (hence expensive) t-actors in the economy.

Accordingly, in an economy characterized by a relative scarcity of labour, substitution

of land and capital for labour would be made possible primarily by improving

agricultural implements and machinery (Hayami and Ruttan 1985).

This development path has, in the past, characterized agriculture in North

America, and continues to do so. With huge sparsely settled areas in the West, and

relatively low development cosls, the thrust of innovation has been toward mechaniz-

ation (Keith 1976, Quick and Buchele 1978). Other countries, however, have differed

in their development path because their factor endowments are much gïeater in the

area of labour, and land is scarce. Of the developed countries, Japan falls into this

category, and so do the now rapidly developing countries of Taiwan and Korea.

Agriculturally, these counhies have benefited primarily not from mechanization, but

from the effects of High Yielding Varieties (HYV) of wheat and rice, together with

the complementary innovations of fertilizer and irrigation. These innovations can be

termed land saving, in that they allow much greater production of grain from the same

amount of land.

The common perception is that DAP is labour saving, and the substitution of

DAF for hand labour would allow the cultivation of more land.

ORDER. OF MECF{ANNZAT'TON

The question of the order in which mechanization rrccurs is enlightened by the

induced innovation model. A f'armer will first replace labour in those operations
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where he experiences a labour constraint. At that point the implicit cost of labour is

higher, and so he is likely to use more capital.

Hayami and Ruttan point out two characteristics inherent in the agricultural

sector of any nation, which seldom exist in the industrial sector, and that these

characteristics affect the way agricultural mechanization will occur. The fïrst is the

sequential nature of agricultural operations, and the second is the overwhelming need

for timeliness in certain operations. The seasonal nature of agricultural production

requires a series of specialized operations, and once mechanization has occurred, a

series of specialized machines. A particular machine, although used intensively for a

short period of time is, by and large, not used to capacity throughout the year.

Although specialization occurs, a production line in the industrial sense is not possible.

Furthermore, because agricultural production is dependent on the seasons, there is

frequently a very high pay off for a task done at the right time, a pay off high enough

to justifu the expenditure of considerable labour and capital to complete it in time.

The result is that a) the pressure to mechanize is not the same for all operations, and

b) mechanization will be applied first to that operation offering the greatest pay off to

timeliness.

In North Americ4 with winter approaching soon after harvest time, and with

the threat of inclement weather always looming, the easing of the harvest constraint

has always been at the forefront of mechanization (Hayami and Ruttan 1985, Quick

and Buchele 1978). But harvesting has not been the operation of greatest concern in

Africa. In fact Pingali, Bigot, and Binswanger (1987) suggest that the operation of

concern has not been the same in all cases even within Africa. In a situation of
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unlimited land, the constraint has been primary tillage, but in situations of limited

land, the constraint quickly shifts to weeding.

In summary, the induced innovation model predicts that the course of develop-

ment pursued by farmers will be determined by the relative factor product price ratios

of different factors, or the farmer's perception of them.

TÃ{E CE{AV,ENOV SCFIOOL

As stated earlier, it is unfortunate that most available western literature on

innovation generally, and DAP specifically, assumes not only that the peasant farmer

is rational, but also profit maximizing. Chayanov believes otherwise, and some

writers, using his ideas, have made a good case that perhaps Africa¡r peasants are not

profit maximizing (Hunt 1987, Heynig 1982). Lobdell and Rempel (1987) give us a

theoretical model for looking at the decisions faced by the peasant household, a model

that allows for objectives other than profît maximization, and one that is particularly

helpful in looking at labou¡ allocation. Lobdell and Rempel begin a description of

their model with a discussion of household objectives. They recognize three broad

categories:

- maintain a basic minimum standard of living

- maintain social relationships

- achieve some surplus

According to Lobdell and Rempel, these objectives may then be "seen as mani-

festing themselves in the desired level of household income (Y)." That is,



where:

C is the minimum socially acceptable level of consumption per adult-equivalent
member - although profit maximization is not the only concem here, it is
significant;

R is the minimum expenditure on the maintenance of social relationships per adult-
equivalent member - profit maximization is not a concern here;

A is the number of adult-equivalent members, and

S is the desired level of surplus

E represents the extraction of surplus by government, landlords, etc.

Y:(C+R)A+S+E

The Lobdell-Rempel model highlights a serious deficiency in the previous

models discussed. What effect on an anticipated farmer decision does a high value for

(R), the expenditure on the maintenance of social relationship, have? The only real

test for this would be a time sfudy of a peasant community. In this study all activities

would be capitalized in an attempt to develop an income model. If there is a good fit,

the farmer is probably profit maximizing. If the fit is poor, there is good reason to

look to the Lobdell-Rempel model for an explanation. Such a suwey of a community

is well beyond the scope of this project.

22

Hayami and Ruttan (1985) as well as Gladdin, Zabaw4 and Zimet (1984) argue

that whenever a farmer is not profit maximizing, it may be that he is at a transitory

stage, changing from one farming system to another. That is, they do not deny the

existence of utility factors other than profit maximization, but believe that inerti4

resisting adaptation to new economic realities, may also be considerable. Neverthe-

less, it is only a mafter of time before economic pressures will force the peasant to

again operate at the optimum point on a profit maximizing production function.
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Chayanov, however, says that the peasant mode of production is stable, and although

the peasant household responds to economic pressure, that is never the sole criteria. In

so far that the concern is to understand farmer behaviour, there is probably value in

both, the concept that the transition from one farming system to another takes time,

and that considerations other than profrt maximization affect farmer behaviour. There

is an inevitable lag between the introduction of an innovation and its acceptance, ¿ìs

farmers only gradually adapt to it. But when it is recognized that even in highly indus-

trialized societies many individuals abstain from doing certain things on Sundays, not

for reasons of profit maximization, but in order to "maintain social relationships"; then

it becomes evident that no society is entirely free of "the peasant mode of production."

Any effort to promote development must recognize this.

Á,BSOT.UTE T,A EOUR. A\¡^4. {T.A EIT,trfV

Several references suggests that the shift from hoe tillage to DAP in fact

increases the absolute labour requirement, even as it increases labour productivity

(Delgado and Mclntire 1982, Jaeger 1986). Delgado and Mclntire compare farmers in

Tenkodoge, upper volta who have not adopted DAP in spite of a long history of

promotion by the extension service with farmers in Segou, Mali who use DAP

extensively. They present evidence pointing to labou¡ consfraints affecting oxenization.

Although on the surface it may appear that the introduction of DAP would be labour

saving, they see two ways in which the shift to DAP in fact increases the labour

demand. First of all by increasing the area under cultivation, it increases the labour

demærd at the time of weeding. Since off farm work is an option in Upper Volt4 the

opporrunity cost of the weeding labour is high. Secondly, th,ey demonstrate that the



labour cost of ox care is high because of the small size of herd that an individual

herder would look after.

Using a linear programming model, they are able to demonstrate that "ouþut of

[millet-sorghum] per peak-season labou¡ input may be even higher with traditional

manual cropping than with d¡aft cultivation" (1985). They contend that DAF will only

be extended as companion innovations which reduce the time required for weeding and

harvesting are developed.

Crawford and Lassiter (1985) comment on the Delgado and Mclntire findings

three years later, based on their work in Burkina Faso. They contend that the payback

from DAP is maximized only after approximately the eighth year when all the relevant

skills are developed, and the investment has been repaid. It follows then, they argue,

that greater institutional support such as agricultural extension, marketing, credit and

equipment repair is necessary to reduce risk, and thereby to facilitate oxenization.

However even if their criticism is accepted, the point still remains, that the adoption of

"labour saving technologies" under certain circumstances will in fact increase labou¡

demand during peak times, thereby discouraging the adoption of that technology.

Jaeger (1986) in his detailed book Agricultuml Mechanizafion: The Economics

of Animal Draft Power in West Africa, demonstrates through linear programming

models, that animal traction can be used profitably in Burkina Faso, and by implica-

tion, he makes clear, through much of West Africa. He also finds that a shift to DAP

increases the labour demand of other farm operations that are not mechanized. In his

findings the peasant household can cope with that. He calls into question much of

Delgado and Mclntire's data. But he admits that DAF adoption rates are slow, and

24



that frequently farmers have abandoned animal traction after several years of use.

Ironically, Delgado and Mclntire's findings are consistent with that obsen¡ation. If

they are right, families with a large labour force are more likely to use DAP than

families with few members contributing labour.

EDUCA,TTON

None of the literature surveyed discussed education as a determinant on DAP

usage. This is surprising, because most late developing countries have placed a high

priority on the promotion of education in the belief that the higher level of education

would contribute to more effective economic activity. Education could make fwo

contributions to oxenization. The first is that education contributes to knowledge, and

hence facilitates the adoption of DAP-related institutions, as well as the ferreting out

of such institutions. This follows from schultz's thoughts (schultz 1964).

Education makes a second, more subtle, contribution which fits into Chayanov's

thinking. The greater use of both, DAP as well as tractors, is commonly viewed as

"development." Although this view arises out of the contribution tractors and draft

animals have made to development on a worldwide basis, the perception that the

greater use of DAP or tradors is profrtable or contributes to well being, need have

nothing to do with the local economics of DAP use (or tractor use). I have encoun-

tered situations where, to all appearances, farmers adopt innovations because it is the

prestigious thing to do. The practice, common in Botswan4 of using up to 20 oxen to

pull a wagon fwo oxen could pull is an example of such a situationr. The activity is

carried out to achieve social status - "R" in the Lobdell-Rempel model. Education, as

25

lThe practice bears a rcrnarkable simila¡ity to the western practice of using a 2100 HP engine to power a ca¡ when 100 Hp will do.
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it is promoted in many developing countries, falls into the same category; suffice it to

say that some people have achieved a significantly better livelihood as a result of

schooling, but the vast majority have spent much time learning things that are irrel-

evant to what they are now doing.

Ð$/OT,UTTOP{ARV,4,PPR,(},A CT{

Although the induced innovation model has been helpful in explaining the

differing development paths taken by various countries and has contributed to a better

understanding of farmer behaviour, it does not adequately explain the lack of oxeniza-

tion in Africa. Pingali, Bigot, and Binswanger (1987) define this as the central puzzle

of their book I gricultuml Mechøtization ætd the Evolution of Fæming Systems in

Africt. They ask the question: "why is Sub-Saharan Africa not more mechanized?"

They conclude that the answer cannot be found "by applying the standard micro-

economic framework of choice of technique analysis, or even the framework extended

to technical change, the induced innovation model." Because Sub-saharan Africa has

historically had an abundance of land, these frameworks imply that the region should

be much more mechanized than it is. Tanzanians in the Mbeya area are in the same

situation in that they have historically had an abundance of land, and the implication

is that they should be highly mechanized.

Leaning heavily on the wo¡k of Ester Boserup (1965), Pingali, Bigot, and Bins-

wanger develop the hypothesis that much of the behaviour of African peasarit farmers

cannot be explained in terms of factor endowments. The model they build cenfies

around logical progression in agricultural evolution, beginning with a system of forest

2Binswangrr coarfhored the teÉ on induced innovation
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forest fallow at the one extreme, and multiple cropping at the other. They develop a

table reproduced in Table l.

They point out that under given population pressures, there is always a

particular farming system that gives the greatest utility to labour input. The forest

fallow system, even though it is extremely unappealing to the westem eye, in fact
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yields remarkable crop for minimal effort. Labour productivity is extremely high

(Kjaerby 1983). Under this system the extremely laborious task of digging out tree

stumps is turnecessary, and due to the long fallow, weeds and fertility are not a prob-

lem. The presence of these stumps in the fìeld precludes the use of any draft animals,

but then the use of d¡aft animals is hardly necessary because labour productivity is

already high. But as population pressures no longer allow the long fallow periods,

farmers are forced to change to a shorter fallow period.

A new farming system develops, often called a bush fallow system. With a

much shorter fallow period, farmers frnd they need alternate ways of maintaining

fertility and that they spend much time weeding. But sfumps are still a problem, so

although DAP is used in some cases, by and large this is still rare. It shoutd be noted

that the difficult operation at this stage of agricultural evolution is clearly primary

tillage. This was not the case under forest fallow, nor is it clearly the case under

annual cultivation. The fallow period continues to have an effect in reducing weed

growth, but grasses have now taken over from the forest weeds of the forest fallow

system. No longer is the felling and burning of trees the main task associated with the

preparation of fallow land for cropping. Land preparation now consists primarily of

digging. Draft animal power had no value in the felling and burning of trees, but an

animal drawn plow becomes useful in preparing land under these circumstances, even

if its effectiveness is hampered by the stumps remaining in the flreld. These can make

plowing difflrcult and will increase implement breakage.

Only as population pressures increase even more, and more of the land that

allows fallow disappears, does a situation emerge where the use of DAF becomes
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common. Years of bush fallow have resulted in the removal or decay of stumps so

these are no longer a problem. Ferrility must be maintained through the use of narural

or chemical fertilizer instead of fallow, and weed control becomes the most onerous

task in the farm cycle. This situation usually coincides with increased access to

markets, and the opportunity for greater entrée into a market economy. At the forest

fallow stage, the only way to increase yield is to increase the area tilled, and under

forest fallow conditions, draft animals have little value for this. But here, in the

annual cultivation stage, yield can best be increased by more intensive, timely cultiva-

tion, and that requires more energy. Hence DAP becomes atfractive.

Pingali, Eigot, and Binswanger present empirical evidence to support their case.

They examine 56 farming systems at various points on the continuum, and find that

the hypothesis holds. Cultural anthropologists such as Marvin Harris (1977) make the

same point. Harris points out that a hunting and gathering people follow a hurting

and gathering lifestyle because under the low population densities at which these

cultures flourish, hunting and gathering results in the greatest utility from expended

energy. As population grows, however, pressure on resources becomes greater, and a

different social organization and farming system evolves, one that utilizes the factor

endowments more intensively.

Binswanger and Mclntire (19S7) argue that in an economy that is land abun-

dant but closed to trade, as extemal trade becomes an increasing possibility, demand

for all factors of production - credit, draft power, land and labour - will increase.

Anthropologist Finn Kjaerby (1983), writing specifically about Tanzant4 traces

the same progression. Under certain conditions, where fertilizer (organic or synthetic)
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can be obtained, and where water for irrigation can be controlled, greater population

eoncentration results in increased yields per culti.rated acre. Labour productivity may

or may not increase. Where fertilizer and water are not available, greater population

pressure usually results in yield decreases and of course decreases in labour productiv-

ity. In this situation of reduced labour productivity, the farmer is particularly moti-

vated to look for ways of making his labour more productive. Under these conditions,

Kjaerby says, DAP becomes an option.

Kjaerby goes on to point out that the Tanzanian government policy has been to

move people together into villages and thereby government policy has contributed to

population concentration. It is likely that this policy has lead to a decrease in labour

productivity, contrary to government intent. But this inadvertent situation may lead to

increased interest in DAP in order to make up for this loss in productivity.

In Kjaerby's (1983) opinion two fu¡ther developments need to occur before the

use of DAP will spread - the development of a profrtable cash crop and the existence

of a wage economy. In other words, there needs to be a flow of cash into the rural

area. Once this is the case, the use of DAP has spread rapidly, with no government

assistance. In fact, Kjaerby draws attention to several cases where government (in

colonial times) has actively discouraged oxenization, yet the use of oxen has spread,

while there are other instances where government programs of promotion have failed.

He traces several cases where the increased use of DAP quickly followed the develop-

ment of a cash crop. Kjaerby's analysis sfrongly supports what Pingali, Bigot, and

Binswanger have said, in that the emergence of a cash crop and a wage economy will

frequently coinci de with greater population concentrations.
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It has been observed that DAP is used in Mbeya, but not overwhelmingly, and

it has furthermore been observed that this has been the case for some time. These

observations imply that Mbeya farmers are in transition from one farming system to

another. The data will be examined to see whether:

' there is shift from a system of bush fallow to one where all land is cropped

every year;

" there is a shift from subsistent cropping to production for a market;

" the profrtability of cash cropping is ambiguous.

ÐTSTORTTONS

TT{E COMPT,EXMY OF' T}^AP T'ECT{NO{,@GV

Most writers ignore the complexity of DAP technology. Their interest is

limited to whether DAP is used or not (see for example Hayami and Ruttan 1985,

Binswanger and Ruttan 1978; all reports in Poats, et al. 1985; as well as all case

studies reported by Munzinger 1982) These authors are missing an important point

the use of DAP is complex and, although lumpy at the outset, highly divisible

subsequently.

Several writers look at different aspects of oxenization, and these all point to

the bottleneck that the labour demand of crop weeding seems to impose on increased

crop production (Delgado and Mclntire 1982; Crawford and Lassiter 1985; Jaeger

1986; Pingali, Bigot, and Binswanger 1987; Kjaerby 1983). This bottleneck seems to

apply under all farming systems other than forest fallow, whether farmers are using

animal draft or not. Furthermore, there are cases in the literafure where agronomist

controlled research shows animal powered weeding decisively cost effective, yet har-
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dly anywhere in Africa have farmers adopted this technology in a general way, even

though individual farmers may apply it (RoosenberglgST,Evaluation of Farmings Systems

and Agriculfural Implements Project 1980, Evaluation of Farmings Systems and Agricultural

Implements Project 1981, Evaluation of Farmings Systems and Agricultural lmplements

Project 1982, Starkey 1981, Shetto 1987, Okai 1975, Francis lg8B).

Different reasons are put forward for this anomaly.

l. Delgado and Mclntire (1982) find that there is an absolute labour constraint at weeding

time. They maintain that the use of DAP exacerbates labour shortage in that effective

weeding with draft animals can only be done with th¡ee adults present, and this labour

simply is not available.

2, Kjaerby (1983), speaking from within the Tanzanian situation, points particularly to

inappropriate government policies, amd the poor supply of unsuitable equipment,

Pingali, Bigot, and Binswanger (1987) suggest that some skills associated with the use

of DAP are more easily acquired than others. The easily acquired skills me readily

associated with plowing, hence the prominence of DAP for plowing, particularly in its

early stages of adoption.

J.

Kjaerby essentially agrees with Pingali, et al. in that both say the ìnnovation is

complex and for that reason is adopted slowly. Delgado and Mclntire sary something quite

different; they say there is either an absolute labour constraint, or no labour saving in using

DAP.

The complexity of the innovation will be dealt with now, and the labour

availability problem will be dealt with later.

Langdon (1986) speaks to the complexity of the innovation in his description of

the evolution of draught animal use in early England. He finds evidence that in 1066
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4.D., the beginning of his period of study, only oxen were used for draft purposes,

and only gradually over a 500 year period does the use of the horse become more

popular. ln fact, Barton, Jeanrenaud and Gibbon (1984) find evidence that the ox was

predominant until the late eighteenth century. In Langdon's view, it is the develop-

ment of the market economy that shifted the balance in favour of the horse by elevat-

ing the importance of transport for the farmer. This is because the superiority of

horses over oxen is only marginal for field operations, but substantial for transport.

Although the increasing need for transport may have caused the shift, it was the event

of numerous innovations over that period of time that made it possible. Langdon lists

these innovations:

' the modern harness,

. horseshoing,

. harnessing in file,

" wippletrees,

' traces,

" double shafted vehicles,

. metal plow,

" reins,

" bits, and

" bridles.

These innovations, necessary for the reasonable use of horses, are not necessary

for the use of oxen for draft. According to the induced innovation model, the factor

product price ratios brought about the pressure that eventually resulted in the adoption

of the new technology. But with an innovation as complex as DAP, full adoption and

adaptation can take a long time.
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In Africa, even in areas where oxen draft is accepted today, farmers are not

familiar with many innovations. I have never seen only one ox in use at a time in

Africa, even though there are tasks for which one ox would be adequate. Single ox

harnessing is possible: the practice was common in Europe and remains common in

some Southeast Asian countries. In Ethiopia where the use of oxen for field oper-

ations and the use of horses for transportation is common, wippletrees are not known,

and harnesses are primitive. This is probably why horses in Ethiopia are never used

for field operations. Even though this thesis is not considering the possibility of the

horse displacing the ox (although in terms of the definition given earlier, that is also

oxenization), it becomes evident that the innovation is remarkably complex. Further-

more, the concern is not with an individual adopting a new innovation. If the adoption

of a technique is to be sustainable, it must be adopted by the whole society. The

society dimension will be dealt with later. The transition from the hand hoe to an

intensive use of oxen is not as simple as it may appear on the surface.

Recognizing this complexity has several implications. First of all there is the

implication for the way extension should be done. Hayami and Ruffan (1985) say that

to place innovations clearly as labour saving @iological/Chemical) or land saving

(Mechanical), is convenient for pu{poses of exposition, but they also acknowledge that

in some cases the distinction may be overd¡awn. For example, normally a tractor is

labou¡ saving, but if a tractor is used because it allows deeper plowing which results

in higher yields, it will, in addition to its labour saving contribution, also make a land

saving contribution. The determining factor here is the bent of the farmer. The effect

that an innovation will have on the land,4abour price ratio is determined not only by
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the characteristics imbedded in that technology, but is determined also by the way in

which the technology is used. In the case of oxenization, the thrust of any extension

effort will likely have a signiflrcant impact on how farmers will use the animals.

The complexity of the innovation also has research implications. Johnston

(1979) examines this problem. If the increased use of DAP were simply a labour

saving innovation, the innovation would occur once the factor product price ratio was

right. But according to Johnston, developments need to occur in six different areas if

the movement toward the greater use of DAP is to proceed. These developments are:

' improved equipment and tillage systems for seedbed preparation and weed

control;

@

ø

improved practices for seeding and planting;

use of narrow based terraces, level terraces, bench terraces or other land devel-

opment measures to conserve moisture and soil;

improved techniques of training, handling, and maintaining draft animals;

measures to secure the most effective utilization of the limited mechanical power

currently available and likely to become available in the short and medium term;

and

@

ê

" various crop production innovations that need to be considered concurently with

tillage and equipment innovations in order to devise more productive farming

systems.

Given the right relevant factor product price ratios, the innovation will be

accepted, and over a period of time, the farmers will develop the concurrent necessary

practices. Localized, farmer responsive research can certainly help speed things

along.

The effect that the complexity of the innovatìon has on the production function

will be discussed in the next section. The point here is that because the innovation is
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complex, it is the farmer's inclination that will determine how DAP is used. We

cannot assume in dvætce that the innovation will be labour saving or land saving, nor

can we assume to know in advøtce whether it will be the labour saving or land saving

aspects of DAP that appeal to the farmer. Yet to know this is important to policy,

because it will determine the nature of the engineering resea¡ch to be undertaken. Fo¡

example, are farmers more interested in sensitive weeding implements or robust

primary tillage implements?

THE META-PROD{,JCTTON F'UNCTTON

The effect of the complexity of oxenization can best be understood in the

context of the meta-production function. Let us return to Hayami and Ruttan (1985).

In their discussion of the adoption of high yielding varieties of rice in southeast Asi4

they present a meta-production function for rice production reproduced in Figure 2.
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In their discussion, uo, and ur represent the relationship between yield and

ferrilizer for unimproved and improved varieties. A lowering in the fertilizer product

price ratio will not result in any substantial increase in fertilizer consumption or crop

production as long as the farmer is limited to production function uo. However once

the technology is available to move along the meta-production function to u1, that is,

once high yielding varieties are available to the farmer, any change in the fertilizer

product price ratio will bring a big change.

For oxenization, a similar meta-production function is developed in Fìgure 3.

In the diagram, the curves us, u¡, and u, represent the relationship between cost

and return of using DAP under conditions of forest fallow, short bush fallow, and

annual cultivation. For the farmer facing 14, a decline in the cost of the use of DAp

relative to the product price from po to pr will not have any effect. In fact for the

farmer facing uo, DAF will be urattractive at arry price. However as u, becomes a

possibility, the farmer's predicted response is quite different. It is likely that this

production function exhibits the greatest price elastìcity. Once the farmer reaches ur,

DAP becomes decidedly attractive. But it is not a change in the cost of using DAP

relative to the product price that now makes the use of DAP atfractive and causes

movement along the meta-production function. It is population pressures that have

caused this movement. It is because of population pressures that fallow farming, with

the concomitant low labour demand for weeding, is no longer possible, and a new

production function comes into play. Under this new production function, the

economic return to DAP is much higher than under the old one.
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Figure 3: shift in DAP response curve along the meta-response curve.

Forest F ¡llow

So will the farmer then behave as predicted? Hayami and Ruttan (1985) say

no. They say there will be a time lag between the time that the technology is avail-

able world wide, and the time that it is specifically adapted to a local situation. The

time lag is the time it takes to develop the local institutions necessary for the local

application of the innovation, and it is this time lag that accounts for the sub-optimal

production evident in so many LDC's.
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Wake, Kiker, and Hildebrand (1988), draw attention to the learning curve.

These writers have been in the vanguard of Farming Systems Research, and write from

that context. They point out that in both industry and farming, practitioners leam by

doing, and that this takes time. The more proficient a practitioner is at a parricular

task, the more reluctant he will be to adopt a new technology. Various writers

(Schultz 1964, Tung and Alcober l99l) to narne but a few, have pointed out how

proficient traditional farmers are in applying the technology known to them. Accord-

ing to Wake, Kiker, and Hildebrand, in such a case productivity will usually drop

initially as the farmers learn the new technology.

Applying these concepts to the spread of DAP in the Mbeya area" we must

bear in mind that only one generation ago, a farming system incorporating bush fallow

was common (Kjaerby 1983). Vy'e can expect that had all the technology allowing for

the full implementation of DAP been available at that time, farmers, operating on

production function u, would have accepted it at that time. Now things have changed

even more, but according to the above analysis, the institutions necessary for optimal

production at the new production function u, do not yet exist. Some of the obvious

institutions are: credit availability, manufacturers of suitable implements, a disfribution

network for these implements, local repair facilities, research facilities that address the

problems of the farmers on the new production function, and extension personnel

knowledgeable in this new area. This time lag has been exacerbated by government

policy, which has encouraged the use of tractors at the expense of ox powered

mechanization, and has restricted private enterprise, thereby hampering market

39
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response to the new production function (Kjaerby 19S3). Do events at Mbeya support

this theoretical presentation? Whereas a system of annual crop production and a

reasonably strong market economy a¡e immediately obvious, the answer to this

question is not so obvious. We will look for the answers in the next chapter.

Following similar logic, there is likely also a time lag in the accumulation of

the necessary knowledge to deal with the new production function. Following from

Schultz (1964), a fundamental assumption is that peasant farmers have, over gener-

ations, developed a farming system that most efficiently combines the factors of

production available to them. This efficient farming system includes the development

of the necessary managerial skills to combine factor endowments to produce maximum

utility. But what then happens when the farmer faces a new production function. In

that case a whole new order of knowledge and set of skills needs to be developed.

This takes time.

Some innovations will affect the entire farming system, whereas others can be

adopted without changing very much else. A change f¡om rainfed farming to irrigated

farming is an example of the first, and in many cases (but not all) a change in grain

variety planted is an example of the second. The use of DAP is probably somewhere

in between.

Visualize an African farmer who has inherited from his forefathers a forest plot

of tilled land, and a herd of cattle. According to the farming system of the past, he

manages these two enterprises in an unintegrated way. As he begins using his animals

for plowing some fields once a year, he finds this results in little change to his

farming practice.



On the other hand, the British farmer of the eighteenth century found his

farming system totally changed as he began to care for his draft animals more

intensively. These changes were forced on him by the movement toward enclosure, a

development that did not allow his animals to roam at will any more. This change

both forced the development, and was enabled by the development, of the turnip as an

animal feed. This crop, which was labour intensive and very productive (Hayami and

Ruttan 1985), became attractive to the farmer when the land available to him became

substantially reduced. But it was politics that brought about the change in the farming

system, not the innovation.

Few innovations radically change the farming system because most are highly

divisible. The use of animals for traction is one such innovation, at least in most

places. In Tanzania, where most farmers have always kept animals, even if not for

traction (Colson 1959), the shift from strict hand hoe cultivation to a farming system

where there is some use of DAP is not radical. Should such a farmer, accustomed to

hoe cultivation, wish to begin to use his animals for plowing, all he needs is to fashion

a very rough yoke and train his animals to accept this yoke on the neck. These

animals already have some training in that they enter a bam at night, and frequently

are tied. Of course the farmer also needs to purchase a plow. A condition of this

innovation then is the availability of a plow. But the training the animals need is not

rigorous. Prior to using draught animals for plowing, the fields had not been carefully

dug, and there is no high expectation with respect to quality plowing. So if the

animals don't pull sfraight, and some of the land is not plowed as a result, this does

not cause the farmer concern. Similarly, herding arrangements are not diffrcult. For

41
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For one thing there is much pasture. Secondly, the plowing season in this scheme is

short, so if alternate herding arrangements need to be made, they are only needed for a

short time,

Compare this with the most intensive form of draft animal management. For

one thing, grazng is hard to flrnd because all of the land is cultivated, so animals are

stall fed. The result of this is that they are docile, which is of importance to the

operations expected of them. ft means, however, that the growth of fodder crops, and

the preservation of fodder has entered into the system. Likely the switch to stall

feeding of the draft animals has coincided with the stall feeding of females, which

implies a whole new system of milk management. Because of continuous cultivation

and the use of fertilizers, the farmer has come to recognize how much easie¡ it is to

control weeds with animals than by hand, and he expects precision work from his

animals. As a result he has worked out a different system of guiding them, something

they respond to readily because they are being used almost every day. Now he not

only has a plow, but he also has seve¡al other implements - planter, cultivator, cart,

and harrow.

SCRJPTS

The above has been a rather long discussion to make the point that not only

does the successful adoption and adaptation of DAP require a r¿utge of institutions, but

it also requires the development of societal skills or "scripts". Gladwin, et al. are

helpful:

Instead of deciding how to do something every year, farmers develop a
plan or inherit a plan already developed by their parents or grandparents.
The plan, "how to do x," is a sequence of mental instructions or rules that
tell the actors who doeswhøt,when, and for how long. The rules could be
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considered by the outsider to be a set of decision rules. To the insider or
decision maker, however, they are not decision rules, because he or she is
not aware of having had to make any decision. The decision is made so
frequently, so routinely, that the decision rules become part of a preatten-
tive plan or "script", like the script in a play that tells the actors what to do
and say. By means of these scripts, the farmers do not have to make a
million decisions; they know how and when to [plant shade tobacco],
probably because they were taught by their parents.

Eventually this knowledge will be passed to a new generation as a
"traditional" way of doing things. When the new generation of farmers is
asked why they do things the way they do, they may reply, "It is the
custom." Some of them may even forget the original decision criteria; they
only know that, for some reason, the traditional way is "the best" way to
do x, given the original constraints or criteria used or faced by their
grandparents and parents (Gladwin, Zabawa, and Zimet 1984:31)

As Schultz (1964) points out, the reason for a parricular "script" or tradition is

sound economic behaviour, but where that behaviour seems incongruent to the

economic man, it is probably based on an economic reality of the past. The need to

minimize risk and ensure minimal food supplies within a society much more closed

than today's societies, no doubt was a part of that economic reality of the past.

Furthermore, probably less than 100 years ago, certainly less than 150 years ago, the

only means of attaining wealth was as part of the extended family system. Marriage,

with its concomitant bride price, was possible only as the father and uncles made

caftle available. Wage income did not exist. In such a situation the elders are the

economically powerful, and, as in all situations, the economically powerful are deemed

to be wise. These same powerful people tend to protect their position of power, which

retards any modification of "script" to fit new economic realities.

The more complex an innovation is, the more signiflrcant "script" will be. DAP

is highly complex, and because of that has the potential of radically changing the

farming system. This will require the development of a great deal of new script. The
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farmer's ability and willingness to move from one DAP related innovation to another,

then, is dependent on the parallel development of many things: script, reliable supplies

of each of the necessary implements, well designed implements; spare parts and repair

facilities for these implements; supplies of fertilizer and medications; fodder supplies;

and an afFrrming community. These in turn are all interrelated, and the lack of

development of one institution, skill, or value hinders progress in another, so that the

actual change from one production function to another on the meta-production function

takes a long time.

The "appropriate technologists" really say the same thing. According to them,

an appropriate technology needs to reflect the tastes of society.(Stewart 1977).

It follows then, as some authors point out, that the role of research institutions

and farm input supply firms is extremely important to productivity grourth in agricul-

ture (Hayami and Ruttan 1985, Johnston and Kilby 1975, Johnston 1979). "Unless the

mechanism of dialectic interaction among farmers, suppliers of new inputs, and

research scientists and administrators functions properly, productivity growth is not

assured." (Hayami and Ruttan 1935). The ertent to which this concept holds in

Mbeya will be examined in Chapter 3.

This completes the discussion of the literature as it pertains to the determinants

of progressive oxenization. The discussion is not exhaustive, in that it does not deal

with situations where farmers do not already have access to draft animals (i.e. they are

not cattle owners). Nor does it deal with certain other concerns raised by some writers

such as soil type and topography. It does, however, cover the determinants relevant to



the Mbeya area, and an examination as to how they hold in Mbeya will be of value

the Mbeya Oxenization team.

TWE EF''F'ECTS @F' OXENIZA.TTON

Oxenization is modernization and development, and in recent years various

critics of development have called for a fundamental examination of what effect

modemization is having on those intended to be the beneficiaries of this development.

That oxenization contributes to the wealth of the community can be assumed.

If farmers are responding to true market pressures as they oxenize, that is, if they are

finding the increased use of draft animals in farming profitable, it will lead to greater

prosperity for the region and country. But many other factors, most notably weather

and government policy will have a stronger effect on the prosperity of the community

than whether or not the community uses DAP. To isolate the effect that the degree of

DAP use has on the prosperity of a community may be impossible; if it were possible

it would be well beyond the scope of this thesis.

There are two concerns that need to be addressed: the effect of the innovation

on the rural population, and the effect the adaptation of the technology has on the

burden of work for women. Until recently, these questions, together with the environ-

ment question, were not asked in development circles (Stamp 1989). It was assumed

that modernization w¿$ progress and progress was good. Recently, however, there has

been an increasing emphasis on critiqueing the effect that development projects have

on the poor, on women, and on the environment. Indeed many development agencies

are now explicitly stating that these considerations must be a part of any projects they

support (OECD 1989, CIDA T987). All three parties involved in the Mbeya project,
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namely Mennonite Economic Development Associates, the Government of Tanzania,

and the Govemment of Canada say they are interested in development with equity.

Furthermore, if there is reason to believe that an unbiased introduction of an

innovation may have undesirable side effects, it may be possible to target the interven-

tion or introduce counter measures that will minimize the negative effect.

THE EF'F''ETT O}q WE.&LT.H ÐTSTRJEIJTTON

Marxism originated as a response to a concern that industrialization would lead

to a concentration of wealth in the hands of the wealthy peasants. The debate as to

whether the concentration of wealth was inevitable or not was vigourous in Russia in

the early T920s, and has continued in the late developing countries since that time,

although not with the same vigour (Rahman 1986, Wolf 1952). With the collapse of

communism in Eastern Europe, Marxism, as a remedy for this wealth concentration,

has lost much of its appeal. Nevertheless, the concern remains: how can economic

development be promoted without a concomita¡rt wealth concenfration?

Much of the discussion on differentiation is focused on Asia and Latin

America, not Africa. Hyden (19S0) makes the very relevant point that Africa is

different from Asia and Latin America in that, although all three areas have large

peasant classes, in Asia a¡rd Latin America their freedom has been largely curtailed by

other social classes, in Africa this is not the case. Hyden's book is a crße study of the

extent to which this is true in Tanzania.

Pingali, Bigot, and Binswanger (1987) find that "a¡imal traction households

typically have more members, farm larger areas, and have greater wealth." Since none

of the studies they have at their disposal follow the farms through a long period of
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time, they cannot conclusively link these attributes with oxenization. They point out,

however, that larger family size and greater wealth are usually associated with a higher

degree of management skills on the part of the household head. The correlation

between the use of DAP, wealth, and family size is, they suggest, the consequence of

greater managerial skills, rather than wealth the consequence of the use of DAP.

Nevertheless, they concede that where the use of DAP is profitable the early

adopters will get a competitive advantage over the non-adopters. If ouþut expands

sharply, prices will eventually drop, but the early innovators will have reaped virrually

all of the innovators' rents. This early competitive advantage may also allow these

early adopters to expand and take possession of unoccupied land, land that was

previously fallow or uncultivated. Because the families are bigger, and they have

greater wealth, these early adopters of DAP will likely also have greater access to

credit, something that probably was the case prior to oxenizatjon, but the expansion

will further that advantage. It is therefore clear that social and economic differenti-

ation should be expected to increase with the introduction of DAP accord.ing to these

authors.

Kjaerby (i983) looks specifrcally atTanzania. He examines several studies,

and finds that on average farmers using DAP are considerably wealthier than those

who depend on the hoe. He concludes that "ox-plowing per se is not the cause of land

concentration and social differentiation." Both are a consequence of more wealth, and

greater family size.

This comes as a surprise and must be examined further. LÊ farmers increase

their use of oxen because it is profitable, this must lead to greater income, and if this
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does not express itself in greater wealth and more land, how does it express itself? If

the use of DAP does not allow the farmer to plow more land, why oxenize. part of

the answer may lie in the concept of wealth. Traditionally many African societies

have accumulated their wealth in the form of cattle rather than consumer goods. An

examination of cross sectional data for this tendency is not possible, because prior

ownership of cattle will also mitigate towards the adoption of DAP. Time series data,

which is beyond the scope of this thesis, would be helpful.

A second teason why the greater use of DAP may not lead to greater wealth

may have to do with the goals of the farmer. If the farmer is not a profrt maximizing

decision maker, but rather has a different rational for oxenizing, then the oxenization

will not lead to greater wealth. In any attempt to test this concept the assigning of

cause and effect would be difficult. For example, there is no doubt that wealth is

accumulated in the form of caftle, on the one ha¡d, but on the other hand, farmers

with cattle are also more likely to adopt the use of DAp.

THE EF'FECT ON WOMEN

The question of how oxenization will affect the role of women is also one of

equity. In popular circles, the argument made is that men make the decisions and

control the animals. Traditionally they also have responsibility for primary tillage.

When the possibility of using DAP develops, men will quickly decide to use the

animals for primary tillage, thereby easing their work, and indeed increasing the area

tilled. They have no regard, however, for the fact that there is now a greater burden

of weeding which falls on the shoulders of the women, who have always borne major
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responsibility for weeding. It is suggested that this also explains the preeminence of

the plow in areas of DAP use.

This popular argument is not found in the literature. Of the literature reviewed,

only Kjaerby speaks to this question. He refers to his own experience as well as

studies from Senegal and The Gambia. He reports on developments in Tarime,

Tanzania. Here men, in days of hand hoe cultivation, were responsible for primary

tillage. Now, with the advent of the ox plow, women have become responsible for

plowing. He admits that this is the only area of Tanzania that he knows where women

plow. More generally he finds that thus fa¡ oxenization in Tanzania has produced a

labour bottleneck at weeding. Although men participate in weeding, the burden falls

on women. He reports that in Senegal and The Gambia, where oxenization is at the

stage of carts and animal drawn weeders, women have been relieved of work (Kjaerby

1983:62,63).

Kjaerby concludes by saying that the subordination of women to men is a

concern, and that efforts to mechanize those operations that women flind burdensome

are to be applauded. But causality and effect is generally not so simple that the

introduction of one innovation will substantially alter the nature of that subordination.

If the culture places women in a subordinate role, the introduction of an innovation

that eases a task normally assigned to women may only mean that more or other work

will be assigned to them. Similarly, if the introduction of an innovation eases the

work normally assigned to men, they may, if the culture sanctions it, assist women in

tasks they normally do.
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These findings agree with the more general case. Hayami and Ruftan (1985)

counter certain literature which asserts that the green revolution has concentrated

wealth in the hands of the rich. They say because these technologies make land more

productive only with greater inputs of labour, they have in fact favoured the poor.

Research done in Bangladesh indicates that those most likely to adopt green revolution

technologies are small farmers who own their land (Hossain l98S). Although there are

problems of wealth distribution in evidence in some of the communities strongly

affected by the green revolution, he finds this to be the result of concurrent population

growth, rather than the introduction of the innovation. Whereas it is true that the

introduction of an innovation has frequently coincided with deterioration in equity,

cause and effect are difficult to show. The fact that other scholarly work carried out

at the same institution (Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies) documents that

the green revolution has lead to the pauperization of the poor peasants in Bangladesh

(Rahmær 1986), emphasizes this point.

Both Pingali, Bigot, and Binswanger (1987) and Johnston (1979) point out that

where the relative factor product price ratios are favourable, mechanizatton will occur.

In certain cases tractor oriented mechanization has occurred as a result of government -

promotion, even though price ratios were not favourable . When this occurs, it does

not lead to local jobs, and as local labour is displaced from the fields by machines, the

local wage rate drops causing serious inequities, and ultimately, rural-urban migration.

Oxenization, although it may displace some on-farm labour, will generate non-farm

employment opporfunities in the surrounding are4 which will benefit the less advan-

taged. There are ways of testing this, but the data collected at Mbeya do not
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allow this. The Mbeya data allow us to compare the wealth of DAP users with non-

users, but they do not help us discern whether the use of DAP has consolidated wealth

in the hands of these innovators. They allow us to make some comparisons between

male headed households and female headed households, but they do not speak to the

effect the use of DAP has on the work load of women.

That completes the review of the literature on the determinants and effects of

using draft animal power. In the next chapter, the data available from Mbeya are

examined and compared with this literature analysis
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?HE R/NEEVA SURVEV

In December of 1987, as part of the inception activities of the Mbeya Oxen-

ization Project (MOP), a baseline survey was carried out. Eighteen villages were

selected, not at random, but "to include villages where animal traction utilization is

currently observed, villages of various distances from the district headquarters, and

villages which represent various levels of success (as determined by district officials)

in agricultural production" (Harder and Klassen Harder 1988).

The survey was implemented by two members of the MOP research team

(Canadians), a representative of the Mbeya development office, a representative of the

Mbeya agricultural office, and eight enumerators (recent Form IV and Form V

graduates from Mbeya Region - five males and three females). The survey was

carried out for several reasons, the most important of which were to:

l. identifu villages in which to concentrate DAP promotion activities;

2. identifu the extent to which availability of implements and spares was perceived

to be a consfraint to the spread of DAP use;

3.

4.

5.

ascertain the extent to which DAP was used in the area;

identifu gender participation in various farming tasks;

gather farmer attitudes towards future prices, land availability, and input avail-

ability; and
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6. identifu some determinants of oxenization.

The survey examined was carried out by the MOP research team. Geographic

distance did not permit an examination of the survey sheets for this thesis, although all

tabulated data was available. The identification of the determinants of oxeni zatton

was not a high priority to project management, so this is the first analysis of those

data for that purpose. To complement the survey data, the writer carried out in-depth

interviews with l0 farmers.

THE E,OGISTIC ÐQUATTTN

The dependent variable for most analyses done in this case is dichotomous -

farmers either use DAP or they do not. I have argued in the previous chapter that

there are different degrees of oxenization, however, at least until we know more about

how farmers regard the use of DAP, the use of DAP in different ways would need to

be considered a polytomous variable rather than a continuous variable. There is some

variation in the way and degree to which oxen are used by the farmers in the survey

area, but this was not well reflected in the data, and the distribution was not good.

For this reason a standard least squares multiple regression model was not the

preferred model. Instead a logistic regression was preferred (Feder, Just, and

Zilberman 1982; Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989), using the Number Crurcher Statistical

System software program (Hintze 1992).
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The logistic regression model has been in use in statistical analysis for
many years; but it was not until Truett, Cornfield, and Kannel (L967)
used the model to provide a multivariate analysis of the Framingham
heart study data that its full power and applicability were appreciated.
Since that landmark paper the logistic regression model has become the
standard method for regression analysis of dichotomous data in many
fields. . .



What distinguishes a logistic regression model from the linear regression
model is that the outcome variable in logistic regression is binary or
dichotomous. This difference between logistic and linear regression is
reflected both in the choice of parametric model and the assumptions.
Once this difference is accounted for, the methods employed in an
analysis using logistic regression follow the same general principles
used in linear regression (Hosmer and Stanley. l9B9).

In this case

logitþ) : log(p/(I-p)): ct+p'

where p is the probability of event: 0 : Do not use DAP, I : Use DAF

and cr is the intercept parameter

and P' is the vector of the slope parameters.

The data available from the administered questionnaire gives us reasonable

proxies for twelve variables that describe the situation faced by the farm household.

These are described in Table 2. These variables were used to build a model predicting

under which circumstances farmers in Mbeya adopt DAP.

A close correlation between some of the variables was anticipated which might

interfere with the results. For this reason a matrix of correlation coefficients was

generated. This is presented in Appendix 2. The only strong correlations are between

household size and size of labour force (0.8360) and acres owned and number of

children (0.3285). The relationship between household size and size of labour force is

expected, since these variables are also logically related. However, in order to test

Chayanov's hypothesis that production is primarily a function of consumptive demand

rather than available labour, both variables were needed, and kept in the initial model.

Since the available labour variable was dropped in the frnal model, this was not seen
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Table 2: Proxies for Variables

Variable

Need

Access to
Labour

Proxy

Number of
children

Number of
family mem-
bers over
twelve years
old

Farming
System

For peasanl farm families, thìs is widely regarded as the best proxy.

Profitabili
ty

Based on the
main crop
grown

There is little hiring of labou¡ in this are4 ahhough there is much labour exchange.

Ehlt labour excbange,loo, is dependent on the numbff oflabourers in the family.
What is nol measurable is the extent 1o which childre¡r attending school a¡e cont¡ib-
uting ro family labou¡ needs.

Total value of
crop sales

Access to
Land

Comments

Farming syslsms vary greatll', depending on whether they are centred on Coffee,
Maize, Rice, Cotton, or Bananas. Whereas many farmers are without a doubt
"coffee farmers' or ncotton farmers', there are also many who do nol neatty fall
into one category or another. A simple statemert of which is their main crop does
not adequateþ describe lheir famting system.

Access to
Land

Acres owned.

Qu¿ntity was given by lhe farmer, prices were t¿.lien to be ofücial prices. r-on-
sampling en'or may be large in this case. Non-offìciat prices (in illegal markets)
were significantly higher than official prices at the time of the survey. Because of
úre govemmerf's attempts to control markding, lbere is much mistrr¡st of govem-
ment f¡ere, and fa'me¡s ca¡no1 be expected 1o give reliable answers to marketing
questions.

Access to
Markets

The perception
tlat land for
expansion is
available
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Access to
Credit

One of tw'o indicalom

Portion of pro-
duce sold

Education

Land in lvfbeya has no ma¡ketable value, and 70o/o of respondents indicated that
addirional land was available.

Whether re-
spondent owes
money

Access to
Tech¡ol-
ogy

Education
attained by the
respondent

Respondents indicated whether they have sold none, some, much, mos! or all of
their produce.

Respondents were in fact asked whether they owed money to ofticial outlets,
family, or neigbbours. This dife¡emiation was distegarded in the logistic analysis.

Access to
Capital

The perception
whether spare
parts were
available

Access to
Cattle

Wealth Index

The assumption is thal respondenls who believe spare pafs to be available believe
the lecbnology to be available.

Number of
Female Cattle

Respondents u.ere asked which of 23 wealth indicalors (comrgated iron roof,
bicycle, chair, etc.) they had-

The number of female cattle was preferred to üre total number of cafle because
some responderrts have only the oxen then have purchased fo¡ draft.
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as a problem. The relatíonship between size of household and acres owned is not

strong enough to be a concern.

Dummy variables were created for the four main farming systems - Coffee,

Maize, Rice and Coffon, and all others were group together under "other." This

resulted in a total of sirteen variables in the model. The logistic regression returned

an error when carried out in this way. A logistic regression of only the dummy

variables on cropping systems was done, which revealed that "Grows Coffon as Main

Crop" had greater significance than the other cropping systems variables. The variable

"Farming Systems" was renamed to "Grows Cotton as Main Crop", and the logistic

regression carried out. The results of this regression are presented in Table 3.

T'able 3: Logistic Regression of All Variables

Response: Use DAP

Variabl-e

Crop Sale Income
Number of Fema]e Catti-e
Main Crop CottonI'Land is Avail-abl-e'
Acres Owned
FanuiJ-y Size
Respondent Owes Money
Size of Labour Force
Education of Respondent
Portion of Produce Sol-d
Wealth Index

Beta
Estimate

0 .00002
0.20400
1.36506
0.32124
0.02413
0. 10340

-0 .45446
-0. 06832

0.08941
-0.18544

0 .007 2r

Percent Correctly Classified: 68.60 Degrees

The logistic regression returns the Chi-square value of the variable, followed by

the probability of obtaining a Chi-square value greater than that. The interpretatìon of

the coefficients is that where the independent variable is dichotomous, the beta

estimate is the natural log of the odds ratio. That is, a person who believes land for

Standard
Error

0. 000006
0.057855
0.528040
0.299592
0 .029629
0.058719
0.274464
0 .080240
0. 193604
0.137017
0.034763

chi-
Square

12 .31
72.43

6.68
7.L9
0. 66
3.10
4 .49
0.73
0.2I
1.83
0. 04

of Freedom

Prob
Beta=0

0.0004
0. 0004
0.0097
0 .21 47
0.4152
0 .01 82
0.0341
0.3945
0 .6442
0.1759
0. 8356

11
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expansion to be available is e032724- 1.39 times more likely to use DAP than someone

rrr}¡n ¡lnao nnf ,,ca Tì ÂÞ \l/l'^-^ +L^ i-l^^^-l^-+ "^-i^Ll^ i- ^^-+i-,,^,,^ +L^ L^+^vv¡¡v uvvr r^vr urv vt J . f r ¡¡v¡v urv ¡^ruvl/wlluvrll vcttlct/rg rù v\rtrùlrlu\ruJ, urç LrçL¿l

estimate is the natural log of the increase in the odds ratio caused by a unit increase

in the independent variable. That is, for a I Tanzanian Shilling increase in Crop Sale

Income, the odds ratio of using DAP increases by e000002: 1.00002, i.e., not signifi-

cant, due to the small value of the unit of measurement. The Number Cruncher

Statistical System, the computerized statistical system used, gives a goodness of fit test

by calculating the percent of entries classified correctly using the statistics calculated.

In order to improve the model, further analysis was carried out. Box graphs

and histograms were generated for the continuous variables to better illustrate the

difference between those who use DAP and those who do not. These are presented in

Appendix 3. The large number of zeros is evident from the graphs. As a result of

this observation, the two variables, "Crop Sale Income" and "Owns Female Cattle"

were recoded. "Crop Sale Income" was divided into quartiles, ¿rs well as into "Has

Crop Sale Income" and "Has No Crop Sale Income." A logistic regression was done

on the quartiles. It was found that the highest quartile had the greatest significance.

'When any of these new, dichotomous variables w¿rs substituted for the continuous

variable "Crop Sale Income" the Chi-Square significance was reduced, so "Crop Sale

Income" was retained. Using the variable "Owns Female Cattle" instead of "Number

of Female Cattle Owned" resulted in a Chi-Square of higher significance, so this

variable replaced "Number of Female Cattle Owned."



An examination of the Chi-Square ouþut (see Appendix 4) of the eross tab

between the use of DAP and the various dichotomous and polytomous variables

revealed that although the variable "Spares are Âvailable" is highly significant, there is

no variability in the variable. All respondents not using DAP believe spares to be

unavailable. For this reason it could not be run in the logistic regression, and is dealt

with separately. The least significant variables were progtessively removed, until only

variables where the probability of the value being greater than the Chi-Square was less

than 0.30 remained. The unit of measu¡ement for Crop Sale Income was changed to

1,000s which had an effect on the coefficients, but no effect on the significance. The

resulting model is presented in Table 4.

TÏ{E TN-ÐETYru{ TNIERVIE\ryS

interviews were carried out before the literature review was complete, and before the

hypotheses were well developed. As a result, some information that would have been

available had the right questions been asked is not available. The focus of the

interviews was to better understand the farming systems of the farmers, and the

constraints faced by the farmer within that farming system.

Because of the need to economize on both travel and time, the in-depth
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Interviewees were not chosen at random. They were farmers with whom the

project had already had some contact. Thus they tended to be farmers who had

already indicated some interest in working with innovative ideas, and probably were

some of those who viewed themselves as being more progressive in the village. They



Table 4: Final Logistic Model

Response: Use DAP

Variabl-e

Crop Sale Income (TS
Owns Female Cattle
Main Crop Cotton
"Land is Availab]e"
RespondenÈ owes Money
FanriJ-y Size

Percent Correctly Classified: 69.67 Degrees of Freedom 6

Ínterpretation:

The effecl of an increase ¡n Crop Sale lncome" on the odds rat¡o of using DAP:

Beta
Estimate

1000) 0.022
7.4-79
1. 395
0.524

-0.552
0.049

TS 1,000

eoon = 1.02.

The effect of increasíng family size by one on the odds ratio of using DAP e00as = 1.05.

Standard Chi-
Error Square

0.005 75.24
0.260 32.24
0.500 1 .78
0 .299 3. 08
0. 340 2 .64
0.032 2.30

The odds ratio of a person using DAP if he:

Owns female cattle

Grows cotton as the main crop

Believes land for expansion to be available

Owes money

" Þ00 kg maize = TS 800.

TS 10,000

eo22 = 1.24.
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Prob
Beta=0

0. 0001
0. 0000
0. 0053
0.0793'
0. 1044
0.\290

were all D,A,P users. These farmers were selected because it was felt that in order for

TS 100,000

e22 = 9.03

the intervie\¡iee to share freely, the inte¡riew would need to follow from a relationship,

a relationship within which the farmer too thought he would receive some benefit.

that time that the farmer was no longer giving the interviewer his full attention. This

problem was aggravated by the fact that all interviews were carried out through a

The interviews were long - over two hours, and it was obvious at the end of

e1'a7s = 4.39

e1 
3s5 

= 4.04

eo 
52a = 1.69

e4552 - o.szs
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translator, which made the interview longer than it would have been otherwise. Given

a situation with more time, breaking the interview into segments would have resulted

in more complete information.

F"URTT{ER. ffiAM{Þ{,AT{TN OF' THE Ð^AT'A

Some variables require further examination. There are, in the Mbeya Region,

four main cropping systems, and many subsystems. The main systems focus on the

four main crops: coffee, maize, paddy rice, and cotton. The demands of each of these

crops is very different, and a farmer will organize his resources in a particular way

depending on which crop is dominant on his farm. For this reason, a disagregation of

the data according to main crop was considered helpful for an examination of certain

questions.

PEeeEflÈrEsÞ ACCESS r'{Þ sEcffiÞð08,@6y

That access to technology has a fundamental influence on whether a farmer

adopts DAP is obvious, in that it is impossible for farmers who cannot get implements

to oxenize. Furthermore, there would be no variability in the answer to that question,

in that all of the farmers within the survey area were within a one-half day bus ride of

Mbeya town, so all had equal access to the technolory. A more interesting question is

the perceived access to technology. There were several proxies for this in the

questionnaire:

" Whø spcrxes a¡e needed for your implements?

, Cæt you get spãres when you need them?
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t\lhat other mimal drawn implements do you need thøt you don't høve in otder

to produce in the wuy yott would like?

Âccess to technology does not only mean being able to buy a particular piece

of equipment. It includes being able to buy an implement and be reasonably confident

of its quality and the availability of spare parts for repair. The in-depth interviews had

indicated that implements were being under-used because spare parts were believed not

to be available. For this reason the response to the question: Cøt you get spøres when

you need them? was taken as the best prory for perceived access to technology. This

also proved to have good variability within each village. However, this variable could

not be used in the logistic model because of the lack of variability in the response to

the DAP question. In terms of the sample it is entirely predetermined that non-DAP

users will believe spares to be unavailable. For this reason the variable was removed

from the model, but the variable remains highly signiflrcant as the Chi-Square statistic

(Appendix 4) indicates.

Why do you not have those implements now?

The matter of access to technology is of relevance for several reasons:

it speaks to the hypothesis that interest in DAP is a function of the constraints

perceived by the farmer; and

it speaks to the hypothesis that there is a delay in realizing the full potential of a

technology because there is a lag in the development of the infrastructu¡e

necessary to support the technology.



The perception as to whether spares are available was used as the best single

proxy for this variable, but there are other indicators.

Farmers were asked:

31. Why do you not have all the implements you need? Not svailable_Price too

high_ Poor quality_ No spares_ Avøilable too far away_ Don't know how to

use them

The results are shown in Table 5 and presented graphically in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Table 5: Why Don't You Have the Implements You Need?

No response

Too Expensive

Poor Quality

No Spares

Not readily available

Don't know how to use them

62

They are not used here

Other

TOTAL

70.06Yo

13.llo/o

0.7\Yo

Number of
Respondents

0.59%

12.72yo

0.98Yo

358

0.20o/o

67

I.57Yo

l00o/o

4

J

65

5

I

8

511
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l. 135 farmers indicated a need for more implements if they were to produce as

they wanted to.

)

3.

Price is a problem for half of the respondents.

Price is a greater problem for those on lower crop sale income than those on

higher crop sale income, but when this is combined with off farm income, this

bias disappears.

4. 5l%o of the farmers responding to this question, verbalized a problem related

infrasfructure, stating either that the implements are not available, the quality

poor, or the spares are not available.

5. Respondents not requiring additional implements and not using DAP had a

significantly lower crop sale income (l: 6.000) than respondents wishing

additional implements. The crop sale income of respondents not requiring

additional implements and using DAP was lower than that of respondents

wishing additional implements but not significantly so. Crop sale income had no

effect on the reason implements were not purchased.
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6. Income from beer sales is of interest because it is the only significant source of

off farm income. Even though it accounts, on average, for 70o/o of the cash

income in the survey are4 it does not significantly affect farmers perceptions

regarding DAP implements.

7. All of the respondents who thought spares were available used DAP. None of

the respondents not using DAP thought spares were available.

to

is
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The logistic regression indicates a high correlation befween Crop Sale Income

and DAP use. An examination of this variable broken down by cropping system is

presented in Table 6. In this case one variable is continuous so the small-sample test

of hypothesis (¡r, -¡rr) (McClave and Dietrich 1988) is used, where:

Ho: (p, - p) : D"

H; (p, - tr) > D"

whe¡e Do : Hypothesized difference between the means (usually 0).

Test Statistic:

The full computor printout is attached in appendix 6.

Rejection Region: t < -to

Farmers were also asked "Why don't you have the oxen you need?" Their

response was correlated with crop sale income and presented in Figure 6.

@BSEEVAã?ONS€

l. The positive association between crop sale income and the use of DAP is

predicted. It is reasonable to ¿tssume that crop sale income is a reflection of

profitability. The purchase of DAP equipment entails a capital outlay, and is

advanced by a profitable farm operation.

65

(îr-xr) -Do

";(+ . ;t)

2. Lack of money was the overwhelming reason farmers gave for not having oxen,

without crop sale income significantly affecting the reason.



TaMe 6: DAP and

Entire Sample
Use DAP
Donrt

Main Crop Grown
Use DAP
Don't

Main Crop Grown
Use DAP
Don't

Main Crop Grown
Use DAP
Don't

Main Crop Grown
Use DÀP
Don't

Crop Sale Income
Number

271
233

- Coffee
65
?¿

- Maize
729
r46

- Rice
52
39

- Cotton

6

t.roo = 7.282
t.r.,, = 1.960
t.ooo, = 3.29),

Crop Sale fncome
(from alì" crops - 198?

Tanz. Sh. 1,000)
mean stds t-test

32.454 49 .996 -5. 84111.828 27.943

81 .762 65. 941
38.715 38.310 -3.988

71 .168 3r.415 -4.II26.301 11. 308

72.440 20.342 -0.485
10. 383 19. 563

79.74r 22.374 -0.-t6512.03't 4.835

By Quartiles, Eased on Grop lnoorne
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A farmer using DAP may fall into one of three categories:

a. he may hire his DAP;

b. he may purchase oxen for the express purpose of DAp; or

c. he may take oxen out of his herd and use them for DAp.

The question considered here is whether having cattle predisposes a farmer to using

DAP. For this purpose, data concerning the number of females owned would be more

indicative than data concerning the total number of cattle owned, since this would

include oxen purchased for DAP.

Cattle ownership is common among all tribal groups in the project area, but

most are primarily agriculturists, and secondarily cattle herders. The exception is the

Wanakusa who are primarily cattle herders. Predictably, they inhabit the poorer

agricultural area, the area with sandier soil and lower rainfall. This is the area best

given to cotton growing, and the Wanakusa dominate the cotton growing, which may

explain why there is a close association between cotton growing and the use of DAP.

Of interest, however, is the fact that not all cotton growers use DAP.

&e8E&g 8@ g.ANgÞ
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There is no doubt that even in the recent past land was not capitalized in the

project area. If a person wanted more land, he applied for it to the appropriate

authority, and could count on receiving it. By and large this is probably still the case,

and there is no documentation of land being sold. Nevertheless, when asked whethe¡

land for expansion was available, 20o/o of respondents replied "no". Because of this

lack of consistency in the perception of land availability, two proxies were used to test

this variable. If there were unanimity that land for expansion was available, the

amount of land a farmer owned would have no bearing on his access to land.



The logistic regression equation indicates a significant but not strong associ-

ation between the use of DAP and a perception that land for expansion is available.

(ìiven the strong assumption that DAP is labour saving, and hence allows for the

expansion of cultivated land, this question was examined using data disagregated by

?'able 7: DAP Use and Perception of Land Availability

Entire sample
Land available
Land not avail-able 55

Maize growers
Land available 32
Land not avail-able I\4
Coffee growers
Land avail-able
Land not available

Use DAP DAP

Rice growers
Land available 32
Land not avail-able 1

Cotton growers
Land available 5
Land not available 1

When Degrees of Freedom = t,

222

Don't Use

782
51

111
18

43
ar)
LL

40
I2

68

1trLJ

10

Total

404
106

729
r46

cropping system. The result is presented in Table 7.

between two multinominal va¡iables is tested, so the

Dietrich. 1988) is applied:

Chi-Squared

0"318

6B
J¿

12
19

26
?

.100

.005

II2.8

27
2

0.29L

x2

X'

0.355

0.325

2 .105

1.819

In this case the relationship

chi- square test (McClave and



Test statistic:

where:

Rejection Region:

xz = S- lnit - Ê(nt)l'
tu ÊØiì

The data on the perception of land availability was also disagregated by

village. The question asked was'. "If a peßon in your vilrage. " not ,,If you . .,,.

Most villages did not answer the question consistently. Only in two villages was there

consistency, in that all but one or two believed land for expansion to be available.

Most villages were strongly split in their perception of this variable.

wvÂffi@hüe

1. 405 out of 5l I (80%) responded that additional la¡rd is available.

Ê(nrr) = 
ricJ

n

*' , X1o, where Xlnas (¡ - r) (c - r) df

2. The strong association between those who use DAP and those who perceive land

for expansion to be available exists for maize growers only. This association

does not exist for those growing coffee, rice, or cotton as their main crop. To

discover the reason for this requires further research, but probably maize growers

are more limited by their ability to till land than are other farmers. This is

confirmed by the fact that there is no consistency in the perception of land

availability within a village. Those muze growers who perceive land to be

available adopt DAP, whereas those who perceive otherwise a¡e less likely to

adopt DAP.
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The association between cropping system, DAP and the perception that land for

expansion is available has already been explored. The logistic regression indicates that

those farmers listing cotton as their main crop are most likely to use DAP. The

association between implement ownership and cropping system was explored, and the

results presented in Table 8.

Tab¡le E: Main Crop and Implement Ownership: Chi-squared

Use DÀP
Don 'l

Tota l
Expected

Own Jmpl.ements
Don 't

Tota L
Expected

Own Plow
Don 't

Tota l
Expected

Ou'n Cultivator
Don 't

ExpecLed

Own Cart
Don 't
Expec Led

Main Crop Grown
Coffee Maize Ri.ce

65 729 52
35 146 39

100 215 9I
54.2 149.1 49.3
4 5. 8 725.9 4I.1

56 80 34
44 195 51

100 215 91
38.5 106.0 35.1
67.4 169.0 55.9

44 ?8 33
56 Ig't 58

100 2't5 91.
34.6 95.2 31.5
65.3 1.19.1 59.5

10 5 2
90 210 89

100 215 91
3.3 9.1 3.0

96.t 266.0 88.0

)-4 10 1
86 265 90

100 215 97
5. 5 15.1 5.0

94.5 259.9 86.0
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Colton
23

6
29

13.3

2A
9

29
71- .2
11.8

Degrees of f¡eedom
Jì .100
À-.oro
/\ -oo5

@es@vAffiohrs:

Other
I
8

16
8.7

1

9
l6

6.2
9.8

1

9
16

10.5

0
16
L6

0.5

0
16
16

0.9
15.1

l. The difference in DAP usage and DAP implement ownership patterns between

farmers in different cropping systems is significant at the 0.5% Ievel.

15
14
29

10.0
19.0

0
29
29

1.0
28.0

3
26
29

1.6
21 .4

TOT,A],
2',l'1
234
511

I91
314
511

I't'1

511.

4

1.119
73.211
14.860

Chi-sq
18.3854

2. Rice growers use of DAP and ownership of DAF implements is close to the

average fo¡ the entire sample. Coffee and cotton growers are above average, and

maize growers are below average.

34.8023

13.0856

l1
494
511

71.1476

lö
483
511

21- . 4 458
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3- Although cotton growers consistently use more DAP than other growers, this

usage is limited to ploughs. The few carts and cultivators there are in the

project area, are concentrated in the hands of the coffee growers. There are too

few carts a¡rd cultivators in the area to have a significant impact on economic

life.

ÐAP ANÐ X{OUSEHOT,Ð STZ,E

The logistic regression indicates that the association between household size

and DAP is significant. Disagregated data is presented in Tabre 9.

Table 9: DAP Use and Household Size

Entire Sample
Use DAP
Don't use DAP

Main Crop Grown - Coffee

Donrt use DAP

Main C¡op Grown - Maize
Use DAP
Don'L use DAP

Donrt use DAP

Main Crop Grown - CoÈton

Dontt use DAP

All DAP Users
Vêãrs DÃÞ use
Years DAP use

Number Mean
HH size

217 't.92
233 6.51

65
34

>:6
<:5

t.roo = I.282
t-o.o = 1.645
t.ooos = 3.29I

129
r46

52
39

Stds t-test

8.14
6. 65

1 .64
6. 58

8.54
6 .56

7 .71
5.00

o)t
6.86

4.03
3.26

4.37
, oo

? oq.

3.21

3. 95
3.60

2 ô/
2 .00

¿ n?
3.12

23
6

4.130

7.782

2 .434

2.450

r.296

5.060125
1-52
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1. Where households are segregated by cropping system, households using DAp are

consistently larger than households not using DAP. The differences in house-

hold size are greater as a result of this segregation, but due to smaller sample

sizes, not as significant.

2. Households having used DAP longer are larger than families that are beginning

to use DAP.

THE META FR,OTX]CTTON F'UNCTNON

The survey data were not suitable for a rigorous examination of the hypothesis

regarding the meta-production function. The statistic of greatest relevance here is the

fact that respondents not using DAP were all convinced that spares for DAp imple-

ments were not available, while those respondents using DAP were split on this

question. Of all the respondents, STYo said spare parts were not available. In other

words:

a' the availability of spare parts is a serious problem and a deterrent to the adoption

of DAP, and

72

b. the perception of the problem is probably greater than the actual degree of the

problem.

This is a situation to be expected where farmers are in transition from one production

function to another. The remainder of this discussion of the meta-production function

depends heavily on the in-depth interviews. A number of factors emerged clearly from

the interviews:

1. Although none of,the interviewees admitted to deliberate fallowing, all agreed

that they could remember when it had been the general practice.
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2. The use of a mouldboard plow for secondary weeding as well as for planting is

u¡i¿lpcnrporl As q rocrrlf nf nrnianf onfir¡ifrr oll Itorl caañ o ¡rrlfi.rafn. Ål+L^"-I"
, s¡¡ ¡¡sv ovvr¡ 4 vuta I srv¡. I rrlrrvuõrr

there was some interest in the cultivator, all expressed reservations as to its

potenti al effectiveness.

3. During the course of the village visits, three unused cultivators were "dis-

covered"3. These cultivators had been distributed as a result of a previous

extension thrust, and were not being used. Additionally, a rural "cooperativea"

had carried cultivators within the last fwo years, but had returned them to their

supplier because none had been sold. In the case of the farmers who owned the

"discovered" cultivators, two maintained that they used them, but wear on the

cultivators indicated that this was not the case. tn the case of the third farmer,

he indicated that it was no good. The MOP team observed that the only appar-

ent difference between the "discovered" cultivator, and the MOP cultivator in use

in that farmer's field at that very time (and enthusiastically supported by the

farmer) was the colour. The innovations associated with the use of animal draft

for light inter-crop cultivation such as a long yoke, 1¡rrzzlss for the oxen, or ox

control by reining, were unknown to all of the farmers associated with these

"discovered" cultivators,

4. A number of interviewees indicated that the amount of land a farmer tills is

determined by the labour available for weeding arid capital available for ferri-

3ïhe cuhivators were "discovered" i¡ the seße lhat rhey were not being used, and it was not eviderit thal anyone k¡ew how to use
therr. Fø all i¡le¡ls and purposes they did nst exisl

aln Tanzani4 there are few genuine cooperatives. The shops qhic-tr aae known as cooperalives were esrabiished by the central
govemment, and local people take little ownership of these shops.
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lizer. ,4,t the same time, none acknowledged that the availability of a cultivator

would result in increased acreage planted.

5. By contrast, all agreed that the use of the plow had allowed them to cultivate

more land.

6.

7.

opinion varied as to whether the use of DAP lead to increased yields.

In the rice growingarea, the use of cultivators is widespread, but their use is

limited to the rice paddies. The cultivator is never used in the maize fields.

All interviewees acknowledged weed control to be a key task, but all were more

tolerant of weeds than agronomists would expect them to be5.

Significant innovations have become widespread during the last forty years.

These include DAP ploughing; the culture of coffee; the culture of maize; and

the adoption of a package consisting of hybrid maize, chemical fertilizer, and

row planting.

8.

9

r0 Herding draft animals is not seen as a problem even though it is acknowledged

that they need to be herded separately from the rest of the herd.

I 1. There is a general consensus that spares are hard to get, particularly spares for

cultivators. In one case a farmer bought a cultivator five years earlier. The first

day he used it a part was broken. He was unable to obtain a replacement part

and has not used the cultivator since.

sThe agronomists would base their opinio4 i¡ part õt least, on lbe resulß of weed cont¡ol experimenls at Uyole, the regional
agriculnral college.
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12. In many cases the local extension agents were present at the interviews, and

frequently they participated in parts of the eonversatron. It was evident that they

had little to offer farmers with respect to tillage implements.

13. It was observed by team members that plows are supplied with adjustments, but

in most cases the adjusfments are not used by the farmer. In fact, the pieces

allowing adjustments are usually removed.

The in-depth interviews suggest that Mbeya region is in a state of transition as far as

DAP is concemed. The following observations support this contention:

' Fallowing, which was normal within memory, is no longer common

" Equipment is supplied with adjustments, but the adjustments are not used by the

farmer. In a mature industry one of two things would have happened: the

supplier would not provide an adjustment the farmers are not using; or the

farmers would have learned the benefits of the adjustment.

' Extension agents do not have the knowledge that would allow them to assist the

farmers in the use of DAP equipment.

Farmers willing to try new equipment are very insecure in their knowledge.

They are not developing their own ways of using the equipment, probably

because they do not get enough affirmation from their neighbours.

spare parts are hard to get, or they are perceived to be hard to get. It is prob-

ably true that individual farmers would have had much difficulty getting spares,

but the rural cooperatives almost certainly could get them if it were a priority

need for them.
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u Plows are being used for purposes the manufacturer had not intended they be

used for. Specifically, plows intended for primary tillage are being used for

secondary tillage, killing weeds between the crop rows. An agronomic under-

standing would indicate that damage to plant roots occur as a result of this

operation, but it is quite conceivable that the gains resulting from the weed

control offset any damage to plants. Whether farmers are unaware of the proper

use of the implement, or whether the manufacturer is unresponsive to farmer

needs, is immaterial. It is evidence of an immature industry.

E}^ATA F'¡R,OM UYOTÆ Á,GRTCULTU}ìÅ{, COT ,F'.GE

The Mbeya Survey did not yield cost-benefit data, but comparable data are

available from work done by the agricultural engineering section at the Uyole Agricul-

tural College (UAC). Uyole Agricultural College is in the centre of the area under

consideration. Data collected by UAC is presented in Table 10.

According to these data, the advantage of the DAp system is marginal.

However applying UAC data to the farm situation presents some problems. In keeping

with other peasant sociefies, most Tanzanian farmers probably undervalue household

labour, although such under-valuation has not been documented for the Mbeya region.

Accepting the UAC data" and assuming household labour is undervalued, why then do

farmers oxenize? It may be for status reasons, but this is not the impression given in

the interviews. More research is necessary, but there are three plausible reasons:

" the assumed maize price is not the real maize price, in that farmers market most

of their maize through unofficial channels, whereas the UAC used the official

price;



Table 10: comparison of Manual and DAp Managment systems*+

OPERATION

Ploughing (l)
Ploughing (2)
Harrowing (1)
Hanowing (2)
Total Tillage
Planting

/Fertilizer
Weeding (l)

Weeding (2)

Ridging
Top Dressing Fert.
Insecticide
Harvesting
Fertilizer - TSP
Fertilizer - CAN
Thiodan
Seed

Total Cost Per Ha

Manual

Man-hrs
per ha

System - Uyole

Labour* Fixed
per ha+ Cost+

30.0
22.3

8.0
7.2

3192 59.4 3,25t 67.5

626 11.6 637 20.3

14.3
2096 39.0 2,135 60.0

t4.0
7852 34.5 1,887

7.9
137 137 21.0

550.7
836 836 136.0

kglha @ 6.0 I,2OO
ke/ha @ 4.2 3,360

470
kglha @ 56.0 l,l2} 'Waste

15,038

DAF System - Uyole

Total Man-hrs Ox-hrs Ox, Eqp
Hand per ha per ha Labou¡*
System*

4s6.6

9.5

299.8

265.0

19.6

0.7
119.6
200.0
800.0

20.0

77

Yield
Revenue TS per kg

30.0 1000
223 744
8.0 262
7.2 237

67.5

20.3 735
t4.3 472

419
14.0 462

7.9 263
147

5

951

1,200
3,360

470
factor 1.4 1,568

12,295

Profit

+ Tanzanian Shillings (TS)
+ Hourly wage rate - TS 6.99
++ All figures based on data from 1986 Annual Report. Uyole Agricultural Station,
Tanzania

5000 kg
8.0 40,000

there may be an absolute constraint on labour, something the UAC could not

consider in their on-station research; or

farmers oxenize to reduce drudgery.

24,962

5000 kg
40,000

27,705
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The logistic regression revealed no signiflrcant correlation between wealth

(when measured by means of wealth indicators) and the use of DAP. Since rwe expect

farmers to adopt DAP because of its profitability, this finding is unexpected . A better

examination of the wealth variable is limited because time series data are not avail-

able. However, we do have data on how long farmers have used DAP, which could

give some indication of the effect of DAP use on wealth. The results of a multiple

regression comparing years of DAP use with other variables is presented in Table ll.

Graphs are presented in Figures 7 through I l. The analyses include only household

heads, because non-household heads, when speaking of years of DAP use could be

speaking for themselves personally or for the household. there is no way of knowing

which. This uncertainty would distort findings affected by years of DAp use.

Table nX: Years of DAP use and Other Variables - t-statistics

Number

Crop Sale Income
Fandly Land Area
Area Cropped 1987
Farn-Lly Size
Vlealth Index
No. of Cat.tl-e

-¡-
"-100
t- oro
L-oro

A-l-1 HH Male HH Femal-e HH
Heads Heads Heads

279 203

0.260 0.297 -0.0550.253 0.096 2.093
-1. 018 -O.821 -2.11 6

4 .564 4 .452 -0. 307
-0. 050 -0. 413 1. 106

owned 3.967 3.798 2.464
: I.282: 1.645
= ¿-51õ

Cropping
Coffee Maize

54 103

0.961 -1.442
0 .723 0.464

-0. 369 -0. 863
3.702 2.166
7.302 0. 654

-0 .445 2 .677

16

System
Rice

38

-0.610
-0.529
1.056
2 .204

-0.145
-0. 963

Cotton

18

-0.019
-0.319
-0.169
-1.199

0.613
4.108
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N Cropped 1987 ffi Follow 1987

4 6-10
5

Yeors

1 6-20 26+
1 1-15 21-25

Fïgune E: Years of DAP Use and Household Size

N Age >= Elghl Yeors KWlAge < Elght Yeors
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1. Most remarkable is how little duration of DAP use affects wealth by any

measurement.

a. Crop sale income, which is strongly correlated with the use of DAP, is

hardly associated with years of DAP use.

b. The graphs indicate that crop sale income and income per acre increase

rapidly over the first three years of DAP use, but it levels off after that.

c. Season of DAP use hardly affects area cropped.

There are three conceivable explanations:2.

a.

b.

The technology is not well understood, and is not used to its potential.

The technology is well understood, but farmers don't adopt DAP for econ-

omic reasons. Instead they expect reduced drudgery, reduced labour necess-

ary for crop growing, or greater prestige. This would support Chayanov's

thesis.
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3.

4.

These possibilities need further research if promotion work is to be effective.

The strongest correlation is with household size.

Farmers who have used DAP over a longer period tend to have more cattle than

farmers just beginning with DAP, but an examination of the data disaggregated

by cropping system reveals that this association is strongest for the cotton

growers, who, as was stated earlier, are the "cattle owners." It is quite plausible

that among the Wanakus4 the owners of large numbers of cattle began using

DAF first.
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This examination of the Mbeya data has resulted in some observations that

follow f¡om the literature, but there are also some surprises. In the next chapter i wiii

draw conclusions from these analyses and make recommendations regarding the

implications of these conclusions.



CF{ÅPTER. 4: CONC{,{JSEONS,A.NE} RECO$,{MENÐATIONS

The survey discussed in this thesis was taken in the context of a development

project. The goal of the project is to facilitate increased production through the use of

DAP. On the basis of the survey, should the findings indicate that the significant

variables contributing to oxenization are variables outside intervention cannot affect --

i.e., consumer/worker ratio, land, labour -- this would be reason to question the

appropriateness of the project. Of the variables tested, outside intervention can best

affect access to technology and access to credit. An understanding of the impact of

fhe other variables on oxenization would be useful in project design.

The principal findings are summarized in Table 12.

ACCESS TO TECE{NOI.IOGY

From the point of view of the project, it is encouraging to note that Access to

Technology is the most significant variable affecting oxenization. It should be noted

that the variable measured is a perception. Ferception, in this context, is a non-

pejorative term, in that no one, least of all the surveyors, knows whether spare parts

area available. The answer to the question is affected by the historical availability of

parts, as well as the quality of the parts. All farmers had equal access to the technol-

ogy. The town of Mbeya is central to the survey are4 and of the implements pur-

chased, very few had been purchased outside of this area. The variable measured was
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Table 12: Summary of Conclusions

Variables
(in order of
signficance)

Access to
Technol-
ogy

Access to
Cattle

High statistical significance supported by other data. There is no consistency within
villages as to whether spares are available, but farmers who use DAp do not see the
availability of spares as a problem to the same degree as farmers not using DAp. It
is a matter of perception.

Profitabili
ty

The fact that a farmer is a cattle owner is of greater significance than the numbe¡ of
cattle he has.

Farming
System

Conclusions and Comments

Cash sale income is not only an indication of profitability, it is also an indication of
entrée to the market.

Acres
Ou'ned

This is more statistically signif,rcant and interesting than appears from the logistic
table.

Access to
Land

Limited significance can be attached to acres or¡,ned as well as the perception on land
availability, because only cross-sectional data is available. For a serious iook at this
variable, time series data is necessary.

Consumer/
worker
ratio

Access to
Credit

The fact that family size is more significant than size of labour force follows
Chal'¿¡6u'. prediction.

The negative association r¡'ith DAP is surprising. Respondents u'ere asked about both
inforrral as well as formal credit. It is the formal c¡edit that accounts for the
negative association. Many farmers indicated that lack of money was a deterrent to
oxenization, but the available credit has not been used to purchase DAP equipment.

The following variables were found to be statistically insignificant in association to DAP

Access to
Labour
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Access to
Markcts

Education

Access to
Capital

the perception that spares are available. \I/ith a Chi-Square signifrcance of 65, farmers

using DAP were more likely to find spares to be available than farmers who did not

use DAP. In other words, the perception that spares (and implements) are unavailable

is the most serious impediment to oxeni zatton. This statistic, of course, does not

distinguish between actual availability of spares (a problem of infrasfructure develop-

The proxy is not ideal, but in traditional societies a better one may not be available.
Cattle may be a better source of capital, but the data indicate that ownership per se is
more important than the capital it represents.
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ment), or whether they are simply perceived not to be available (a problem of educa-

tion and knowledge).

The fact that half of the responding farmers indicated that they did not have the

implements they need because the implements are not available, supports the finding

that all farmers not using DAF believe spares to be unavailable. It is reasonable to

expect farmers in an economy characterized by healthy market forces, to report that

they do not have the implements they need because they are too expensive. They are

making a business decision based on supply and demand. The question "why don,t

you have the implements you need?" was poorly answered. Of those who answered

the question, half said they are too expensive. The fact that implements are subsidized

to sell for 30Yo of their actual cost is irrelevant to the question of why farmers are not

using DAP. What is relevant is that these farmers are saying that, given their produc-

tion function, the implements are too expensive.

The high significance of the statistics reflecting the availability of implements

and spare parts, strongly supports the "induced innovation model." The meta-produc-

tion function which arises out of that model explains much of farmer behaviour. The

factors usually associated with oxenization exist in Mbeya -- the farmers own caftle,

there is good access to a market, and continuous cropping is well established, Data

from the local agricultural college indicate that the use of DAP is more profitable than

either hand labour or tractors. But an additional factor is that the perception exists

that implements and spare parts are not available.
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At the time of the field work for this thesis, plows and some other farm imple-

ments were on prominent display in all farmers' supply stores. This difference

befween perception and apparent reality can be accounted for:

L There are reports that supplies of implements and spares have been very erratic

in recent years. The fact that these items were in good supply at the time of the

field work for this thesis does not mean that they are in good supply generally.

Farmers may not consider the available implements and spares appropriate.

Conversation with farmers revealed a preference for a plow that had been

imported from Britain years earlier. This plow has proven to be more durable

than other plows. Furthermore, in recent years plows put onto the market may

have been manufactured in Tanzania by one of two firms, or they may have been

imported from Zimbabwe or India. The result has been plows of varying quatity

in terms of design, workmanship, and strengfh of material. In a situation of this

nature, farmers will soon flrnd which plows are of poor quality. While accurate,

the farmer finds it difficult to translate this finding into purchasing preference

because he may associate the experienced quality with a particular colou¡ or

some other similar superflrcial characteristic which has no bearing on actual

quality.

Implements other than plows were not generally in good supply at the time.

Given the degree of DAP use for plowing in the are4 it can be assumed that

all farmers know of that possibility. However, it is most unlikely that many farmers

know of other DAP potential. The MOP team experience in "discovering" unused

cultivators in villages may mean that cultivators are not appropriate to this area, but it

aJ.
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is much more likely to mean that farmers are ignora¡rt of the potential of mechanical

cultivators. The survey was taken at the beginning of the MOP project, before any

DAP promotion had taken place. Had farmers been aware of the DAP potential for

planting and light cultivation, frustration with unavailable technology may have been

even higher.

There is no doubt that making DAP technology more available would do much

to assist farmers in changing their production function, approaching more closely the

peak of the meta-production function.

SUESMMS

As mentioned above, DAP implements are being subsidized by the Tanza¡rian

Government. There are three components to the successful dissemination of any

innovation: the price must be right, potential users must be knowledgeable in the use

of the innovation, and the necessary inputs must be available. Govemment interven-

tion is possible in each of these areas. The easiest is in the area of pricing. By

instituting price controls or subsidies, government seeks to use price manipulation to

get farmers to use more fertilizer or machines. But this is too simplistic. Investment

into research and extension is necessary. The economic potential of the innovation

must be ¡aised through effective research and extension. Farmers are rational, but not

omniscient. In addition, the necessary inputs need to be delivered to the farmer at the

right time. These interventions are not as easy to implement as interventions related to

pricing, hence are not as popular with govemments. The result is that govemment

takes on the long-term burden of subsidies. Desai (1988) describes the effect of

fertilizer subsidies in India. Public expenditure on carrying large fertilizer inventories



to ensure that supply keeps ahead of demærd

meninrllefìnn fn incrence fhe r¡ce nf fortili-ot_____-t

ments in Tanzania.

,ACCESS TÐ CÁ.TTT.E

Both "Number of Cattle" and "Has Female Cattle" were highly significant

variables within the model, but it is worth noting that "Has Female Cattle" is more

significant. This implies that it is not wealth, nor indeed access to cattle that is most

significant in a farmer's disposition towards DAP. It is probably his familiarity with

cattle. It should be noted that of the respondents interviewed who did not use DAP,

77% did nothave female cattle, i.e. they had no familiarity with cattle. It seems likely

that an entirely different training approach would be needed for cattle owners first

using animals for DAP than for those not owning cattle. Experience with cattle is

probably more important than ownership.

PROF'ITABTI.{TV

will be less than the burden of price

The sarne can be said of DAP imple-

The high signifïcance of Crop Sale Income in the model is no surprise, and

hence not particularly interesting. It supports what was expected -- profrtability is

closely associated with the use of DAP. What is interesting is the result of the

breakdown by cropping system.

w'Am,na¡roG svsTEM
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Aside from the influence of the farming system on the use of DAP, the effect

of the farming system on the variables influencing the adoption of DAP was of

interest. There are a number of surprises, and these are summarized in the matrix in

Table 13.



Table X3 The Effect of Cropping System on Selected Variables

lr4ain Crop Grown

Llse of DAP

Oumership of implements

Association between DAP users
and perception that land for
expansion is available

Associalion betr+een DA? use
and Crop Sale Income

ColTee

Associalion bstwe€¡ DAP use
and the perception that spres
a¡e not available

Above expeclalion

Above expectalion

Association between DAP use
and üre use of credit

Weali
Chi-Square = 0.291

Associalion bètween DAP use
and Fami\, Labour

Maize

Higltly significant
r = -3.988

Below expectation

Association betç'een DAP use
and portion ofproduce sold

Below
expec'tation

Moder¿fe
Chi-Square : 8.10

A number of points should be noted with respect to this disagregation:

Very Strong
Chi-Square :
112.8

Rice

Moderate
Negalive
Chi-Square = 6.50

1. DAP use is higher than expected for Coffee and Cotton growers. Coffee and

As expected

Higltly significart
t: 4.11O

As e4pected

Lrignificanf

Shong
Chi-Square :
3'1.21

Weak
Chi-Square :
0.355

Cotton are the two cash crops, and are recent innovations; these growers appear

more wealthy, although the survey data do not support this observation.

The association between DAP use and the perception that land for expansion is

available is weak for all cropping systems except maize, and for mwze growers

the association is very strong. The reason for this may be that coffee, rice and

cotton growers face a harvest constraint; but it may also be that respondents are

thinking only of their main crop in answering the question. That is, additional

land for coffee is not available, although land for muze may well be.

The insignificance of the association between DAF use and Crop Sale Income

for rice a¡rd cotton gfowers is unexplained.

Cotlon

90

Weak - Negalive
Chi-Square :3.27

Above expectation

2.

Insignificant

Luignificant

Above expectation

Stong
Chi-Square :
ts.2t

'Weali - n*egative

Chi-Square = I.25

Weak
Chi-Square =
o.325

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insþificant

Insignificant
Chi-Square = 2.41

Wcali -Positive
Chi-Square =
1.64

Weak - Negalive
Chi-Square: l.t3

Insignificant

J.

Iusignificant

lnsipificant
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The available bank credit has been used by the cash crop gro\Ã/ers. Those who

have DAP may have used it to facilitate cxenization, but this is doubtful since

the data show that most credit is used by non-DAP users. For one thing, the use

of credit tends to be somewhat contagious, so it is reasonable to assume that

credit will tend to be used for the same thing. Secondly, most coffee growers

have capital othe¡ than DAP equipment. This statistic reflects a perception

among respondents, at least respondents growing coffee, that there are better

investrnents than DAP.

The data are largely ambiguous as to whether oxenization is perceived to be land

saving or labour saving. We¡e the use of DAP labour saving to the extent that

we anticipate it to be, there would be a strong correlation between the use of

DAP and the size of land holding.

The fact that the significant determinants of oxeni zation vary so much between

cropping systems, indicates that future surveys, as well as extension thrusts,

should be crop specific.

5.

6

CHA Y^AN OVXA¡q CON CER,NS

The data give some support to the l,obdell-Rempel model described on page

2r. Recall that they postulate a household income (Y) model as follows:

where:

Y:(C+R)A+S+E

C is the minimum socially acceptable level of consumption pei' adult-equivalent
member - although profit maximization is not the only concem here, it is signifî-
cant,
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R is the minimum expenditure on the maintenance of social relationships per adult-
equivalent member - profit maximization is not a concem here;

A is the number of adult-equivalent members; and

S is the desired level of surplus

E represents the extraction of surplus by government, landlords, etc.

The Mbeya data suggests:

l. The use of DAP does not have a significant impact on social relationships. The

use of DAP was not concentrated in certain villages, and not limited to a

discernable social class.

2. The contribution of DAP to profit for Mbeya households is ambiguous. Were

the DAP contribution high, a strong correlation between wealth (by some

measurement) and years of DAP use, would be evident. Alternately, crop sale

income and years of DAP would be strongly correlated. The data suggest that

the use of DAP is a function of crop sale income, rather than crop sale income

being a function of the use of DAP. Households with greater income tend to use

that income to purchase DAP equipment, but do not use DAP to increase

production. What then is the motivation for oxenization? It is probably not

status: were status the motivation for using DAP, wealth and DAP would be

highly correlated. Mbeya households probably oxenize to reduce the drudgery of

the work. But any assumption that Mbeya households oxenize to reduce

drudgery is based on conjecture because other possibilities are eliminated. The

questionnaire did not probe the respondent's attitude toward tedious work.

If the use of D.AP is labour saving, as is generally assumed, the use of

DAP must lead to either an increased cultivated area, or reduced drudgery.
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Conceivably, socially applied constraints limit the amount of additional land a

household acquires, so the labour saving is applied to leisure time. However, the

in-depth interviews suggested that a household was limited in its ability to

expand by its ability to weed the crop and its access to fertilizer. Other conver-

sation with Mbeya extension agents suggested that the potential increase in total

crop harvest resulting from increased a¡ea cultivated, was frequently offset by

lower yields due to poorer weed control. This observation suggests a seasonal

labour bottleneck.

3' Household size does not have a signifîcant bearing on income nor DAp use.

RECOMME}qÐATTOþ[S

Suggestions for further work fall into two sections. The first section has to do

with additional studies and surveys that could reveal useful information on the

determinants and effects of oxenization. The second section deals with suggestions for

the more effective promotion of DAP.

KEe@eEMENAD&ffi@8{t8 F@e Fq¡ws&ER SEqJs}gEe

C¡oss sectional suÌvey

In many respects, the survey utilized in this study raises more questions than it

¿ulswers. For optimal design of a project, more information is needed. The low cost

of engaging enumerators and data entry personnel relative to the total cost of a project

of this nature, makes the cost/benefit of additional survey work favourable. But

additional survey work should be done through a series of focused, special purpose

surveys rather than a broad based survey such as was examined in this thesis. The

following information would be of value.
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1. How do womsn view DAP? The questionnaire employed compared the use of

DAF by female headed households with male headed households. This compari-

son has limited value because probably male relatives help female heads of

households. Of greater interest would be the perception of the benefits of DAp

by men and women.

., The weak correlation befween the use of DAF and wealth by any measurement

needs to be better understood. A special purpose suwey designed to understand

the motivation farmers have for oxenizing would be of varue.

3. Farmers are not using DAP to increase their production, at least not to the extent

that they could. There is a need to understand this better. If this inefficient use

of DAP is the result of the government pricing policy, the lack of effective

implements, or the lack of knowledge, the cause needs to be add¡essed. If it is

because. farmers are in the "peasant mode of production" the need for interven-

tion is not nearly as obvious.

only 30o/o of the respondents answered the question uwhy don't you have the

implements tha you need?" The answer to this question is important, so the

question needs further examination, perhaps a research instrument other than a

questionnaire would be better..

4.

Tbe effect of oxe¡¡izatior¡ rxt family [aboun

Accurate data are necessary that reflect who does what and when. This kind of

information cannot be collected reliably in a broad based survey. Representative farm

families need to be contacted and arrangements made for the collection of suitable

data. Some ingenious methods for doing so have been devised where the data
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collection becomes a g¿rme (Leesberg and Valenc ia l99Z). By using tokens for

counting instead of lined columns in a notebook, uneducated people can be expected

to record their labour contribution. Daily recording registered in this way, can be

more accurate than data collected by an enumerator visiting the household once a

week. It is more efficient and less intrusive than having enumerators following the

family at all times.

Cost of' pxuduc{ion dala

Cost of production data are needed to establish the relative profitability of

different production systems, and to compare the results of such research with the

farmer's perception of the profitability of these schemes. This is necessary for the

design of an effective promotion campaign.

The survey analyzed in this thesis was designed to gather information on cost

of production as well as sales and revenue. The cost of production data were not

tabulated, presumably because there were problems with the collection. Sales data

have been used in this analysis, however, these data have limited usefulness, being

both suspect and inadequate. They are suspect in that it is unlikely a respondent will

give reliable income data to a stranger who comes to ask for an hour of his time,

particularly if it is assumed that the visitor represents government. The level of trust

is not there. Furthermore, giving data related to income requires rigorous recollection.

A trip to the market is easily forgotten. Nevertheless, the data have been used because

there is no reason to believe that the inaccuracy will bias the question under study,

namely the use of DAP. It would be misleading to use these data as a base for cost of

production work. The data are also inadequate because the significance of a major
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input, labour, is trivialized. As stated in the literature review, Chayanov and writers

following his approach believe that peasants undervalue their labour. Cost of produc-

tion data collected in a cross-sectional survey further understates the contribution

labour makes to production.

Cost of production data are available from Uyole Agricultural College, and

some of these data have been used in the analysis of the previous chapter, but the

value of these data are limited. All data have been collected on-station, and the on-

station management system differs from on-farïn mÍmagement systems. Table 14

makes some comparison between different management systems, but even this

comparison is inadequate because there are so many different ways in which a farmer

can manage his oxen. Potentially soil management, as it is affected by the use of

DAP, could also vary greatly but the in-depth interviews and other observations

indicated little variability in tillage practice.

T'able 14 A Comparison of Several DAp Management Systems

On Station Management

Oxen graze in a fenced pad-
dock at night

Oxen are well controlled
r¡,ith reins, alwa¡'s two oper-
ators

All labour hired

Good assortment of imple-
ments and spares available

On Farm Management (l)
O¡ien are k¡aaled a1 night, but
not fed, grazed before and after
work

Furthermore, the UAC does not consider the

absolute unavailability of labour in certain seasons.

hired.

Oxen poorly trained, one to
three operators

Mostll, household labou¡

Probably only plough avail
able, spares hard to get

On Farm Management (2)

Oxen are k¡aaled at night, fed,
gtazed before and atler work

Oxen well trained, voice control
reasonably effective, one oper-
ator

Most household labour

Moderate selection of imple-
ments available, spares available

possibility that there may be an

If labour is needed at UAC, it is
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Cost of production data belong with farm management studies and cannot be

part of a casual survey. Nevertheless, project planners should give thought to budget-

ing for farm management studies in a project of this nature.

Pe&gEes SDE&B@W

l- Ongoing research to improve the productivity of DAP is needed. To date, the

main advantage of DAP recognized by Tanzanian farmers is in the area of

primary tillage. The data indicate little correlation between yield and DAp use.

The UAC has demonstrated the benefits of befter weed control on crop yield, but

most of this work has been done on station, and farmers have not adopted UAC

weed control practices. Farme¡s using DAP have basically the same soil

management practices as farmers not using DAp.

The potential of improving yields through better soil management practices

made possible with increased power has not been exploited. yet it has contrib-

uted significantly to higher yields in industrialized countries, and has potential in

counties with limited access to foreign exchange.

In the Ethiopian highlands, for example, the International Livestock Centre
for Africa (ILCA) has demonstrated that improved soil management using
animal-d¡awn implements offers the possibilities of early planting of long-
duration crops such as improved bread wheats, or double 

"ioppinfof 
forage

crop and a raditional short-season crop. The benefits of each are similar -
more feed fo¡ livestock without compromising food-crop production together
with early establishment of plant cover to protect the soll during the iains'
(Walsh 199t).

The article gives no indication of the extent to which farmers have adopted this

innovation, but the point I wish make is that there is potential in altering soil

management through DAP. In most situations only one tillage implement is

available to farmers (the single furrow ploug¡), and little research work is being
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done on more effective and effîcient tillage. What little work has been done,

indicates that there are significant possibilities (Shumba 1981). Work is needed

on strip tillage, alley cropping, and ridge furrow farming with DAP (Lal. 1989).

Research is needed to make the use of DAP more efficient. The very fact that

the use of DAP seems to be a function of wealth rather than a contributor to

wealth is an indication of the inefficiency of DAP use in Mbeya. This is

supported by the data from the Uyole Agricultural College (UAC). 'Work 
rate

data from the UAC6 is compared with 1915 data from the US com belt7, as well

as data collected in Malis in Table 15. Plowing is the field operation Tanzanian

Table 15 Work Rates: Tanzani4 Mali, and USA

Two oxen/horse team hrs/ha

OPERATION

Plowing

Harrowing

Planting

Inter-row cultivation

farmers are most familiar with, and in plowing the Tanzanian team is almost as

effrcient as the USA team. Given the efficiency of the plowing operation, the

reduced efficiency of the planting and cultivating operation are all the more

UAC

13.00

3.79

10.1 5

Mali

'1986 A¡nual ReporL Uyole Agriculhrral College

tFarm Power. IHC of Am¿ric¿- 1915.

s;¡4r¡zinger. 1982. p304

7.00

t8

5

T2

USA

9

i0.0

1.0

1.6

2.0
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notable. The UAC data comes from the research station, and there is no indica-

í-inn fhqf fimerc qrê ñ^rê nr locc offf¡ian+ +lto- .t,^tLorc a+ +ha a+o+l^-vr¡¡v¡v¡lt 11¡qt vyv¡Àwrù 4t a¡tg óløtlu¡l-

2. In light of the importance of access to technology in the adoption of DAP, the

Mbeya Oxenization Froject will need to continue its emphasis on improving the

supply of DAP implements. It seems fairly evident that this will do more to

increase the use of DAP than extension. Unfortunately, techniques for extension

are befter developed than techniques for the development of a supply infra-

structure. In the past the Govemment of Tanzania has reacted to the need for

infrastructure development by creating parastatal companies. This has proven to

be ineffective, and the MEDA policy of developing micro-enterprise is probably

the ideal intervention. The other benefit of this approach is that it promotes the

development of the nonagricultural sector, and increases the local demand for

farmers' produce (Mellor and Ahmed 1988).

3. Ongoing on-farm research is needed to identifu improved DAP farming tech-

niques. Greater information exchange between farmers is also needed. Observa-

tions at the MOP organized plowing demonstration are that some farmers are

remarkably proficient in the handling of oxen, and this skill needs to be shared.

The fact that there is a great deal of variability in the way farmers till their fields

is an indication that the technology is developing.

4. Farmers have definite opinions on desirable plow characteristics. Machinery

developers need to be in close contact with these farmers to continually get their

feedback. The farmers' opinions will, however, be limited to what they have

experienced. It is the researcher's task to expose them to alternate technologies.
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There is a strong perception that good implements and spare parts are not

available. In part this is due to a long history of erratic impiement suppiy, in

part it reflects today's reality. The supply and quality of implements and spare

parts needs to improve, and as they improve, farmers need to become aware of

the improvements.

The difference in perception between maize growers and other farmers respecting

the availability of land for expansion is striking enough to warrant further

investigation.

6

STRU C3UR,A,N, AE}WSTMEF{T

At the time of this field wotk, Tanzania had a grossly undervalued exchange

rate. When this exchange rate is brought in line, the price of steel will increase

dramatically. The effect of this is shown in Table 16. Factors of 10 and 50 may seem

high but these figures are lower than those advocated by the structural adjustment

pundits. It may be that structural adjustment will make the use of imported imple-

ments totally impractical.

' However, structural adjustment will affect not only the price of implements, it

will also affect the price of fertilizer, the other major imported input, Assuming that

structural adjustment will affect the cost of imported goods, and that local input costs

will remain relatively steady, the scenario presented in Table 17 is plausible. It is

simplistic to assume that structural adjustment will affect the prices of inputs in such a

straightforward manner suggested in the table, but the point is obvious that structural

adjustrnent will affect the cost of fertilizer to the farmer more than it will affect the

cost of DAP. It shoutd also be considered that under current farming practice in the
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Table tr7 Structural Adjustment and Production Costs

Effect of Changes in Prices of Imported Inputs
on Production Costs* (all costs in Tanzanian Shillings)

Impofed Consumable Inputs
Imported Mechaniza tion Inputs
Local Labour
C<¡st of Oxen Usage
Other local Costs

Mbeya are4 i.e. no fallow, crop production is impossible without fertilizer. How

farmers will adjust to higher fertilizer prices or even no fertilizer, is not predictable.

With the increase in fertilizer prices, an increased interest in DAP is to be expected.

This is likely to be the case even with poor implements and a poor delivery infrastruc-

ture. However, with the development of better DAP management skills and the

availability of the right implements, the potential for a dramatic increase in interest

exists.

I 986
Prices %

of
Total

5,014 418
205 2Z

1 ,'7 03 742
3,790 318
1,568 138

Total-

1 986
price %
times of

l0 Total

12,280 100t

50,140 858
2,050 38
7,103 38
3,190 68
1,568 38

102

There is a need to find ways in which soil fertility can be maintained through

intensive cropping. Prior to the advent of fertilizer and hybrid maize, farmers main-

tained fertility through a system of bush fallow. This is no longer part of the current

farming practice. Fresumably population pressures made intensification necessary, and

farmers found the use of chemical fertilizers advantageous. But it is very likely that

the price of chemical fertilizers will go up, making the use of these fertilizers much

less desirable. Sun hemp has been identified as a green manure crop that does well in

this are4 but there is a need fo¡ research on how the growttr of this crop as well as

I22,800 100C

r 986
price %
times of
50 Total

2,501,000 95.8t
102,500 3. 98

1,'103 0. t-c
3 ¡190 0. 1U
1,568 0.18

6,140,000 100?
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other soil enriching crops can fit into the farming system. The incorporation of green

manure into the farming system will increase labour dernand and will rnake the use of

DAP more attractive and may even make it necessary.

In summary, there is intuitive re¿Non to expect greater use of DAP in Tanzania

than there is. Food production per capita has declined over the last 20 years, so there

ought to be strong demand for food, and great interest Írmong farmers in increasing

food production. A reasonable response to the demand for food, should be a demand

for increased power through oxenization. The literature suggests that there may be a

number of reasons why this is not occurring:

l. Greater use of DAP may simply not be profitable. In part this may be due to a

government policy of cheap food, but it may also be due to the current state of

agricultural evolution in the country. Hand tillage may be more profitable than

DAP rillage,

2. Although increased use of DAP may be profitable, adopting it may increase the

absolute labour demand on the family. This labour may not be available.

Although increased use of DAP may be profitable from a macro-economic

perspective, it may not be profitable at the farm household level because the

support infrastructure has not developed. The supply industry may be weak, and

neither farmers, nor the research and extension service, may not have a good

body of knowledge on the effective and efficient use of DAP. The meta-

production function may be profitable, but the short run production function may

not be.

3.
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4. Increasing household income may not be a priority for Mbeya households.

Greater signiflrcance may be given to considerations other than profit maximiza-

tion, such as food security and social standing, Oxenization may well be

profitable and contribute to increased household income, but this may not be

what is sought.

Determining or postulating which of the above reasons accounts for the lack of

oxenization is important to policy makers. How can scarce funds and manpower

designated for increasing food production, best be allocated? Policy makers need to

decide:

l. should ¡esearch and development resources be directed towards mechanization

research which includes oxenization, or should it be directed towards agronomic

research which includes plant breeding; and

2. should resources to promote mechanization and oxenization be directed towards

infrastructure development, towards research to make the use of DAP more effi-

cient, or towards education to change the atfitudes of the population?

The data suggests:

l. The use of DAP is not overwhelmingly profitable. At the farm level, applying

limited funds to increase fertilizer application, probably results in a greater

return. However, structural adjustment could change the relative return on

investment to fertilizer and DAP.

2. Possibilities for using DAP to increase land productivity are seriously underde-

veloped. Weeding, particularly in maize, is seen as a serious constraint by

everyone, yet DAP technology, as currently practised in Mbeya, does not address
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this constraint. The potential contribution of DAP to more timely operation and

better soil management is inadequately understood by researchers, extensionists

and farmers.

3. DAP seems to contribute to reduced drudgery, but the reason this leisure time is

not used to increase food production, is not apparent.

There is shong evidence suggesting that the short term production function is

well below the meta-production function. A more developed infrastructure and

improved education are needed to raise the short term production ft¡nction.

There is no evidence that an absolute labour constraint limits the use of DAP.

The undeveloped potential return to the use of DAF is likely the greatest for

maize growers.

4.

5.

6.

There is little doubt that the increased use of DAP could lead to substantially

increased food production in Mbey4 but the data indicate that it is not doing so. The

technology needs to be made more available through infrastructure development and

research. The Mbeya Oxenization Project can and should do this. But whatever is

done needs to be done in response to needs of the peasant farmers of the area and in

order to do this, their needs must be understood. This understanding can be enhanced

through disciplined survey work. The potential for increased food production

through oxenization in Mbeya is substantial if farmers, researchers, extensionists,

donors, and policy makers work together.
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APPENDIX I: QUESTIONNAIRE

Questionneire Numben:-

NBEYA REGION VILLAGE

PART A: BACK0R0UND lNF0RllATl0N

2. Villry
5. Bolæi:
4. Neme of Responùnt:
5. Sex: llole Femsle
6. @:-
7. Respon&nt is hed of house: Yeq Nn

tnumeraton:

SIIALLHOLDER SURVEY

PART B: SMMBA lNF0RllATlON

8. Ho,v merry shembes (fieìds) do you yourself cultivete?
9. How marry shambes tres the femily you live with heve?

10. How marry livestock dm the femily you live with have? Csttle Qxen- Ooets

I l. I would like to ssk you for informetion ebout the shambes cultivated by the femily you live with:

Donkq¡r- Sheep- Poultry- Piq" Othe¡( list)

1f 3A

Shembe size (æres)

flnle-

Acres cropped

Walking time fl'om
38838n

PART C: LABOUR REQUIREIIENTS

12. Did you help any neighbour on relotive who @s not live with you on their shembæ during this
pest cropping æeson? Yes Nn ( lf no, p to number 3 4).

I 3. When you helped you neighbour 0r reletive, how were you peid?
Fd-- Cropq Fd and beer- l'4onq¡- Help with your fielrìq Othen-

14. I would like to esk you some quætions about how you grew your- cr-ops lest serson.
B) Whst crops did you grüil in your shomba? ( Lisi the moìn mop first. )l_ 2
b) Whst crops did you grow in your 6r@n? ( List the main crop first.)

c) Whst mops did you grow tryther ( intercnop)?
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l5a. l4ain rop lest mson:

Tesk

c) Plowing

h) Hauling to house,

.!r

--:r

5 help with their work; 6 no pq¡ment

lSb. fund most impontent mop lest seeson:- Acres plented

Kq¿ for pqyment type: I fod; Z fod end beer ; 5 bæï 4 mone/

Tæk

A^-M ñIAã¡J,-lLr ÉJ Utc'lil,Etr '

c) Plowing

l t3B

with

l"lonth I Done by

h) Heuling to house,

l5c. Third mæt importenl, crop lest sesson:

Tesk'

Done by I Pqf- | Done by
neigh- lment I hirø

h) Hauling to house,

Acres plented-
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PART D: COST 0F CROP PRODUCTI0N

16. Neme of main crop_
i

\17.
Itg.

Læt Eowing s€8sÐn did you heve enough seed to grow this mop Es you wented? yes_ Nn
Last growing seson did you hwe enough fertilizer to grow this crop Es y0ù wantd? yes-- Nn
For the ebove enswers, if no, why not?

19. ltem

ìtl

iìizer

Herb

f) Land pnep. with

g) Trensportetion of
ffops/inputs by

Totel cost I Bought with

en or ón

h) Tnansportetion of
mops/inputs

donk

i) Transportetion of
crops/inputs by

20' Do you hwe all the hand tools in youl' household to produce cnops in the way you would like?Yes- (p to ZS) Nn

I 13C

2l . Whet hand tooìs ô you need that you ù not have?
22-tVhy &n't you heve the hend tools you need? Not availeble Pæn quelity- price tmhigfi- Availeble tæ fer Bwsy- Don't know how to uæ thern- Other---

, 23. Where csn you buy hend tæls if you went them?
24. Have you uæd enimal-dnewn implements to grow mops? Yes- Nn ( lf no, p to numben 40)
?9 !* many cropping sæns have you used enimar-drewn imprements?-
26. Dm Bnyone you live with own eny animel-dnewn impìemenis ( including yourself)?

Yes-- Nn ( lf r¡o, p to number 4 t )
27. Whet animel-drawn implements ú people you ìive with have?Plow- Harrow- Wee#r- See#n- Cert
28. what speres are needed fon the implements? None Blefu__ NutsHendles--- Wheel- Beem- Chein- Wheel bushing- Other
29. Can you pt spares when you ned them? yes_ No

30' Whet other enimal-drawn implements do you need that you òn't hwe in orÈr to p.øuo in tf"
lf yes, where can you çt them?

3 I . Why fu you not have those impiements now? Not available priæ tæ fligh_ p*l"
wB/ you would like?.

queliÇ- No spanec Availeble tæ far swq/- Don't know how to use them-
32' When you use animal-dnewn implements, whose ø yôu use? From my own householrt From

a neighbour- From the villege-- From a reletive who fusn't live with mp Other-
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35. Now I would like to know ebout the animal-drewn implements in your household:

lmplement

TL

i,

-/

54. When you use Bnimel-drewn implements, whm oxen ù you use?
Ûxen from my own householrl From the villEe- From a relstive who fusn't live
with me From e neighbour-_ 0then

35. Do you own oxen? Yes-_ Nn ( lf no, p to number 4l )

her
Pneumetic whæls

36. Do other people useyoun oxen? Yes___ Nn ( lf no, p to number 4l )
37. Whet jobs ó others use them for?_
38. Læt growing seæon, how meny doys did other. people use your oxen?_
39. Whet ô people give you when they use your- oxen?

4la How much per ære?_ (æ to number 4l )
40. lf you don't heve oxen, why not? Oxen ere not used in this area- Thq¡ çt sick-

Thene is no pesture for the enimals I hwe no mons/- I heve no implement*
Tha/ are tæ wesk- They ere tm much work- The/ æt stoìen-

4l-Didyouuseatrætortoplowyounfieldsrestgrowingseason? Nn yes__(lfyes,costper.
ærP ;p to numben 43)

l'letel wheeìs

I I3D

42.Ylhy did you not uæ a tnætor? Not eveiìeble l1y fietds ere tæ stæp_
The trætor is br.oken- Too expensivc l1y fields ene tæ smell_ Othen

Wm&n wheels

PART F: IIARKET|N0 lNFOR|IATION

43a. Crop name(mæt important crop).
To whom did you sell this crop this pest growing semn?

Primeny l'lerketing

43b. Crop neme(second most important crop)_
To whom did you sell thjs cr-op this pæt growing season?

Feyment de: I - full cmh on Èlivery
3 - no cæh on èlivery (md.it)

Læel

ïre#r

2 - part cash on Élivery
4 - othen (list)

Diræt
le

ûther
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43c. Crop neme (third mmt important crop)

Fq¡ment codq I - full cash on @livery
3 - no cesh on Èlivery (medit)

ent
nt8

To whom did you seìl this crop this pest gr-owing sesson?

Primany llerketing

Primery

]r

PART 0: lNC0llE

44. Hw much of your cnops didyou sell lmt growing se¡son? None
Half- A larç Êmount-- Aìl_

45. Who 0wæyou mone/ from youl. crops? Pnimary cooperetive

46. How much do they owe you?
Trúr- Frienrl Reletivp ûther

47. Do you owe mons/ to anyone?
Tr*r- Frienrl

48.
49.

ative Board

2 - port cæh on Èllvery
4 - othen (list)

I 138

Direct

How much ù you olve them?
lf you neceived a losn for Tshs. I ,000, whet wouìd you use the money fon? ( Narne youn first,
smnd and thlrd choices) Fertilizer- Hand tool- Herbici&.-- 0x p]sw-
Home improve prwements--- Dowry- Cattìe-- ûxen- Ox cart-Fd- Birycle Clothinq_

50. lf you received e læn for Tshs. I 0,000, whet would you use the money for? ( Neme your first,
second and thind choices) Fentilizer_ Hand tool_ Herbiciè_ Ox plow_
Home improve prwements Dowr-y_ Cetile 0xen_ tx cerl_Fd-- Biqrcle Clothing--

5,l. Do you hwe a job thet you go to every dsy? yes_ Nn

0ther

Local

Primary Cæperative Benk- l'larketing Boarrl
Relative No one

52. lf yes, what job 6 you 6?
53. Doyou earn Eny money from selling beer? Nn yes__

Direct Othen

54. lf yes, how much ô you eann eæh da,y?
55. Whet else & you do to earn money?
56. Wiil the pvernment price this year for your main crop be higher of lower than last yær?Higher- Lower_ The seme
57- will you pìent more or less of your main crop this year thon lsst yær?llore Less- The same_
58. Why?
59. lf a person in your vilìege wants to cultivate mone land, is land avsileble in your villry?Yes Nn

A smell Bmounl--

l'lerketing bmnrl

60. lf yes, what must the person 6 to çt the tand?
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PART H: HOUSEHOLD COl-lP0SlTlON

6 L I would like to esk you informetion about the people who you live with ( tnose people who you
usuelìy æt with).

Household
member

ì,.,'

{ .ll

t)
2)

DaughLer

t)
2)
3)
4)
s)

Rels[ive

t)
2)
5)
4)
s)

1r3F

Non-relaLive

t)
2)
5)

Education: O-No school l-Primary school Z-Form l-lV 3-Form V-Vl 4-College S-Troining courss

Employed away
from home this

PART I: WEALTH INDEX

l)
2)
5)

62. Which of the following things ú you hwe?
teble or chains ; oil lemp_ or flæhligh
bsl ; cement flæn- or gless win&ws i stove
dress clothes- or inon- ; wrist watch- 0r large clæk-
birycle ; teo cups or metel mking pol_ ;
iron ræf- or brick wglls ; peil
bathing plæ- or toiìet--_ ; umbrella o¡ rdín

-
63- Enumerator's areluetion of the interview: ExcellenL- 0d- Feir- pær_

64. Er¡u¡¡¡e¡"ator's com ¡nents:
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Code: A
B=
õ1U1
F.

^EUJ

c15:.ñ'U

E=

A

= Crop Sal-e Income
Use DAP
Main Crop Coffee
Main Crop Maize
Main Crop Rice
Main Crop Cotton
Acres Owned
Size of Family

B

A
B
c1
c2
c5
c15
D
-tt

F
(J

H
I
J
K
I
M

1. 0000
0. 1699
0.261,6
-.1884
0. 0318
-. 0560
0.7942
0. 1651
0. 1569
0 . 1641
0.0342
0.0570
0. 0980
0 .017 5
-.0049
0.0232

!l=
a-
1_U_
K_
l_
!-

lvl =

F = Number of Labourers
&lealth Index
Number of Female Cattle
Education of Respondent
Portion of produce sold
Respondent Owes Money
"T,and is Availab]e"t'Spares are Avail-able"

0. 1699
1.0000
0. 0820
-.13'19
0.0362
0. 1258
0 .2015
0.\172
0.7240
0.1281
0.2t62
0.0481
0.0365
-.1040
0. 0346
0.3478

0. 1651
0.1772
-.0194
-.0492
0.0990
-. 0253
0.3285
1.0000
0.8360
0.1390
0.1468
-.1011
0. 0730
0.0301
- .051 I
0. 1878

c1

A
B

0.2676
0.0820
1.0000
-.5138
-.2520
-.]-446
0.0252
-.0194
0. 0069
0. 0671
-. 0780
o.0242
0. 1706
0.2719
-. 0959
-. 0181

ul-
t-2
c5
c15
D
E
F
(t

H
r
J
K
I
M

il4

c2

-. 1884
-.1379
-.5138
1.0000
- .412r
- .2109
-.7347
-.0492
-.0670
0.0769
-. 0050
0.0246
- .r't 62
-.0923
-.0024
- .0092

G

0. 1641
0.728]-
0.0671
0.0769
-. 0996
-.0763
0.2100
0. 1390
0. 0783
1.0000
0. 0561
0.21-9I
0.7022
-.0842
-.0286
-.0225

0.L942
0 .207 5
0.0252
-.7347
0.0985
0. 1063
1.0000
0.3285
0.2987
0.2100
0.294r
-. 0178
0.2332
-. 0137
0. 0505
0 . 1941

c5

0. 0318
0.0362
-.2520
- .4127
1.0000
- 1?to
0.0985
0. 0990
0 .09'7 4

-. 0996
0. 0543
-.0854
-.0986
-. 1363
0. 0591
0. 0285

c15

0. 1569
0.1240
0.0069
-. 0670
0 .091 4
-.0506
0.298I
0. 8360
1.0000
0.0783
0.1242
-. 1173
0 .021 0
0.0313
-.0530
0.1496

-. 0560
0.1258
-.1446
-.2'109
-.7329
1. 0000
0. 1063
-.0253
-. 0506
-. 0763
0. 0686
- . 0165
0.2017
-. 0506
0. 0546
0.0558

0. 0570
0.0481
0 .0242
0 .0246
-.0854
-. 0165
-. 0178
-. 1011
-. 1173
0.2791
- .0216
1.0000
0 .0269
-.0405
0 .0972
-.0145

0.0342
0.2162
-.0780
-.0050
0.0543
0. 0686
0.294I
0.1468
0.1242
0. 0561
1.0000
-.0216
0.0860
-.0612
-.1611
0.2347



7\
B
c1
C2
c5
c15
D
E
F
(J

H
I
J
K
I
M

J
0. 0980
0. 0365
0.1706
- .71 62
-.0986
0.20'17
0.2332
0. 0730
0 .027 0
0.7022
0. 0860
0 .0269
1. 0000
0.0790
-.0089
0. 0890

Correlations

K
0.0775
-.1040
0.2119
-.0923
-. 1363
-. 0506
-.0137
0.0301
0. 0313
-.0842
- .0612
-. 0405
0. 0790
1.0000
-.0400
-.0881

L
- " 0049
0. 0346
-.0959
-.0024
0. 0591
0.0546
0.0505
- .051 9
-.0530
-.0286
-. 1611
0.o9I2
-.0089
-. 0400
1. 0000
0. 0396

M
0.0232
0.3478
-. 0181
- .0092
0. 0285
0. 0558
0. 194 1
0.1878
0.1496
-.0225
0.2341
-.0145
0.0890
-.0881
0.0396
1.0000
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Variabl-e: Crop
Bin Lower
10
2 8.804444
3 I1.60889
4 26.41333
5 35.21178
6 44.02222
1 52.82661
I 61.631r"1
9 10.43556

10 79.24
11 88.04444
12 96.84889
13 105. 6533
74 r74.4518
15 I23.2622
76 r32.0667
r1 140.8711
18 149.6756

Variable: Crop
Bin Lower
10
2 14.O9122
3 28.79444
4 42.29167
5 56. 38889
6 70.486]-2
1 84.58334
I 98.68056
9 772.1118

10 726.815
11 \40.9122
12 1s5.0694
13 769.7667
t4 I83.2639
15 797.361I
16 21r.4583
71 225.5556
18 239.6528

Sale Income - Tanzanian Shillings
Upper Count Prcnt Total Prcnt
8.804444 164 70.4 t64 10.4
17.60889 23 9.9 187 80.3
26.41333 7't 7 . 3 204 81 .6
35 .27118 7 3. 0 2Ir 90. 6
44.02222 5 2.1 2t6 92.1
52.82661 3 1.3 279 94.0
6l-.63111 2 0.9 227 94.8
10.43556 4 7.7 225 96.6
19.24 2 0.9 221 9'1 .4
88 .04444 0 0. 0 227 91 .4
96.84889 1 0.4 228 91.9
105.6533 2 0.9 230 98.7
774.4578 2 0.9 232 99.6
723.2622 0 0.0 232 99.6
132.0661 0 0.0 232 99.6
140.8711 0 0.0 232 99.6
149.6156 0 0.0 232 99.6
158. 48 1 0.4 233 100. 0

Sal-e Income - Tanzanian Shillings
Upper Count Prcnt Total_ Prcnt
14.09122 1 58 57.0 158 57.0
28.19444 35 12.6 193 69.1
42.29167 27 1.6 2r4 ''11 .3
s6. 38889 9 3.2 223 80. 5
70.48612 6 2.2 229 82.1
84 . 58334 8 2 .9 237 85. 6
98.68056 4 r.4 24t 87.0
112.771 I I 2.9 249 89. 9
126.815 6 2.2 255 92.7
740 .9122 5 1. 8 260 93. 9
155.0694 5 1.8 265 95.1
L69.1667 4 r.4 269 97 .I
183.2639 r 0.4 2'10 91 .5
197 .3611 4 7.4 21 4 98. 9
277.4583 0 0.0 214 98.9
225.5556 1 0.4 215 99.3
239.6528 0 0.0 275 99.3
253 .'7 5 2 0 .7 27'7 I00 .0

AT{E} FIIST{}GR,&M

(1,000): Donrt use DAP
Histogram

, *********************

(T,UUU): USE DAP
Histogram

. *********************
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Variabl-e: Acres Owned -
Bin Lower Upper
1 . s 2.476661
2 2.416667 4.333333
3 4.333333 6.25
4 6.25 8.766666
5 8 . 766666 10. 08333
6 10. 08333 12
7 12 13.91667
8 13 .91661 15. 83333
9 15. 83333 71 .15

10 77 .'15 ]-9.66661
i-1 79 .66661 21. 58333
12 21.58333 23.5
13 23.5 25.41661
74 25.41667 27.33333
15 27.33333 29.25
16 29.25 3r.16667
I7 3I.16661 33. 08333
18 33.08333 35

Variabl-e: .A,cres Owned
Bin Lower Upper
1 1 4.333333
2 4.333333 1 .666667
s 1.666667 11
4 11 14.33333
5 14 . 33333 I7 .66667
6 I1.66661 27

Distribution & Histogram

Donrt Use DAP
Count Prcnt Total Prcnt

42 18.0 42 18.0
61 28.8 109 46. I
50 27.5 159 68.2
32 13.1 191 82.0
18 1.1 209 89.1
3 1.3 272 91. 0
7 3.0 2r9 94.0
1 0.4 220 94.4
4 L.1 224 96 .I
7 0.4 225 96.6
2 0.9 227 91.4
4 7.7 237 99 .r
0 0.0 231 99.1
1 0.4 232 99.6
0 0.0 232 99.6
0 0.0 232 99.6
0 0.0 232 99.6
1 0.4 233 100. 0

127
8 24.33333
9 27 .6666"1

10 31
11 34.33333
72 s].66666
13 4I
14 44.33333
15 47.66666
76 51
I7 54.33333
18 51.66666

Histogram
. ****Jr*********
. *********************
. *****************
. ***********
. ******

- Use DAP
Count Prcnt

51 20.6
100 36. 1
54 19. 5
42 75.2
13 4.1
4 I.4
1 0.4
3 1.1
0 0.0
0 0.0
1 0.4
1 0.4
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
1 0.4

771

24.33333
21.66661
31
34.33333
31.66666
47
44.33333
47.66666
51
54 .33333
51.66666
6I

Tota] Prcnt
51 20.6

157 56.7
2rI 16.2
253 91.3
266 96.0
270 97.5
217 97.8
214 98.9
274 98.9
214 98 . 9
)18, OO 2

216 99.6
21 6 99.6
216 99.6
2'16 99 .6
216 99.6
276 99.6
271 1,00.0

Histogram
. ***********
. ********************
. ***********
. ********
***
*



Variable: Size
Bin Lower
11
2 I.833333
3 2.666667
4 3.5
5 4.333333
6 5. 16666't
16
I 6. 833333
9 7 .66666"1

10 8.5
11 9.333333
72 70.L6661
13 11
14 11.83333
15 12.66667
16 13.5
l't 14.33333
18 15.76661

Variabfe: Size
Bin Lower
11
2 2.055556
3 3.111111
4 4.16666"1
t t aôôôôô
J J. ¿¿¿¿¿¿

6 6 .21111 B

7 -7.333334

I 8.388889
9 9. 444445

10 10.5
11 11.55556
12 72.6IIt]-
13 13 .6666't
74 14.72222
15 15 .1'7118
16 16.83333
11 17.88889
18 78.94444

of Family
Upper
1. 833333
2.666661
2tr

tl . JJJJJJ
5.76666'l
6
6. 833333
1.666661
8.5
9. 333333
10. 16667
11
1 1 . 83333
L2.66661
13. 5
14.33333
75.1.666'7
L6

Distribution c Histogram

- Donrt Use DAP
Count Prcnt Total Prcnt

5 2.I 5 2.1,
23 9.9 28 12.0
L2 5.2 40 77.2
26 LL.2 66 28.3
26 77.2 92 39.5
0 0.0 92 39.5

32 13.7 124 53.2
31 13. 3 155 66.5
20 8. 6 715 75. 1
13 5. 6 188 80.7
19 I .2 207 88. I
0 0.0 207 88.8
I 3.4 215 92.3
5 2.I 220 94 .4
3 1. 3 223 95.7't 3.0 230 98.1
0 0.0 230 98.1
3 1.3 233 100.0

Histogram

. ************

. *****t(*******

. *************

. ****************

. ********'k*******

. *****'rr****

. *******

. **********

of FaniJ-y -
Upper
2.055556
3.111111
4.166667
R ))a.)aa
J. LLLLLL

6.2'11118
7 . 333334
8.388889
9 .444445
10.5
11. 555s6
72.67Lr1,
13 .66661
14.12222
15.17178
16. 83333
17.88889
r8.94444
20

Distribution & Histogram
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Use DAP
Count Prcnt TotaL Prcnt

16 5.8 16 5.8
24 8.7 40 I4.4
22 1.9 62 22.4
24 8.'t 86 31.0
28 10.1 114 41.2
28 10. 1 r42 5t-.3
20 1.2 162 58.5
27 9.1 189 68.2
20 '1 .2 209 75. 5
13 4 .'t 222 80. 1
16 5.8 238 85.9
1 2.5 245 88.4
9 3 .2 254 9r.1

10 3.6 264 95.3'1 2 .5 21r 91 .8
2 0.1 273 98. 6
3 1.1 276 99.6
1 0.4 2'1"1 1,00.0

Histogram
**+*****
************
*****-k*****
************
**************

. **************

. **********

. **************

. *Jr***ic****

. *******

. ********

. ****

. *****

. ****



Variable: Size
Bin Lower
11
2 1.666667
3 2.333334
43
5 3. 666667
6 4.33s334
15
8 5.666667
9 6.333334

10 1
11 7.666661
72 8.333334
139
14 9.666667
15 10. 33333
16 1L
77 1,r .66667
18 12.33333

Variable: Size
Bin Lower
11
2 7.833333
3 2.66666'1
4 3.5
5 4.333333
6 5.!66661
16
I 6. 833333
9 1.666667

10 8.5
11 9.333333
12 r0.76661
13 11
74 11.83333
15 12 ,6666'l
76 13.5
1,1 14.33333
18 ]-5.76661

of Labour
Upper
7 .66666'l
2.333334
3
3 .666661
4 .333334
5
5.66666'l
6. 333334
,1

7.666667
8. 333334
9
9 .666667
10.33333
11
7r.66667
12.33333
13

of Labour
Upper
1.833333
2.666661
3.5
4 . 333333
5.766661
6
c a22aa1
U T UJJJJJ

7.666661
8.5
9. 333333
10. r-6667
1t_
11.83333
12.66667
13. 5
14 . 33333
15.16661
76

Ðistribution € Histogiram

Force - Donrt Use DAP
Count Prcnt Total_ Prcnt

18 7.1 18 1.1
50 27.5 68 29.2
0 0.0 68 29.2

43 18.5 111 41 .6
31 13. 3 l.42 60.9
0 0.0 742 60.9

32 13. 7 L"]4 '14.1
28 72 .0 202 86.7
0 0. 0 202 86.7

15 6.4 217 93 . r.
4 1.7 22I 94. I
0 0. 0 22I 94.8
3 1.3 224 96.1
4 I.7 228 91.9
0 0.0 228 97 .9
2 0.9 230 98 .7
1 0.4 23I 99.I
2 0 .9 233 r_00. 0

Force - Use DAP
Count Prcnt Total Prcnt

72 4.3 72 4.3
58 20 .9 7 0 25.3
31 13. 4 I01 38. 6
35 12.6 L42 51.3
43 15.5 185 66. I
0 0.0 185 66.8

21 9.1 272 76.5
19 6.9 23r 83.4
12 4 .3 243 B7 .'7
11 4 .0 254 9t .7
9 3.2 263 94.9
0 0. 0 263 94.9
2 0.1 265 95.1
4 7.4 269 97 .1
3 1.r. 2't2 98.2
2 0.1 274 98.9
0 0.0 214 98.9
3 1.1 211 100.0

Histoqram
. ******
. *****************
. **************
. **********
. ***********
. L+:k******

. *****

7t9

Histogram

. *******************

. ************

. ************

. **************

. *********



Variabl-e: i¡feal-th fndex - Don't. Use DAp
Bin Lower Upper Count pïcnt Total_ prcnt
112.22222220.920.9
2 2.222222 3.444444 r O .4 3 1. 33 3.444444 4.666667 3 1.3 6 2.64 4.66666'1 5.888889 7 3.0 13 5.65 5.888889 7.111111 22 9.4 35 15.06 7.111111 8.333333 15 6.4 50 27.51 8.333333 9.555555 23 9. 9 13 31. 38 9. 5555s5 r0 .1111 I 23 9 .9 96 47 .29 10.11118 72 24 10.3 :-20 51.510 12 13 .22222 44 18 . 9 164 -t 0 .411 73.22222 74.44444 23 9.9 187 80.312 14.44444 15.66661 19 8.2 206 88.413 15.66661 16.88889 5 2.7 2It 90.674 16.88889 18.111_11 74 6.0 225 96.61s 18.11111 19.33333 1 0.4 226 91.016 19.33333 20. s5556 4 I.t 230 98.771 20.55556 2\.11178 0 0.0 230 98.?18 27.7't118 23 3 1.3 233 100.0

Distribution & Histogram

Variabl-e:
Bin l,ower
13
¿4
35
46
51
68
19
I 10
911

10 12
11 13
72 74
13 15
14 16
15 71
16 18
t] 19
18 20

Vleal-th Index
Upper
4
5
6
'l

9
10
11
I2
13
I4
15
16
I1
18
19
20
27

Histogram

- Use DAP
Count Prcnt

1 0.4
2 ñ'7
4 r.4

11 4.0
10 3.6
L4 5.1
21 7.6
28 10.1
25 9.0
32 11.6
26 9.4
25 9.0
19 6.9
27 1.6
13 4.1
10 3.6
11 4.0
4 r.4

***Jr*******
********
***********+
************
************

L20

*********************
************

. **********
***
*******
*
**

Total- Prcnt
1 0.4
3 1.1
1 2.5

18 6.5
28 10.1
42 15.2
63 22.'1
91 32 .9

116 47 .9
148 53.4
17 4 62.8
199 77.8
278 78.7
239 86.3
252 91.0
262 94.6
213 98.6
211 r00.0

Histogram

. ******

. *******

. ***********

. **************

. *********ìr.***

. ****************

. *************

. Jr************

. **********

. ***********

. *******



Variable: Number of Female Cattl-e - Don't Use DAP
Bin Lower Upper Count Prcnt Total- Prcnt
1 0 2 785 81.1 185 81.1
2 2 4 22 9.6 201 90.8
3 4 6 12 5.3 2I9 96.I
4 6 I 1 0.4 220 96.5
5 8 10 5 2.2 225 98.1
6 10 72 0 0.0 225 98.7'1 1.2 t4 0 0.0 225 98.7
8 14 t6 0 0.0 225 98.7
9 16 r.8 0 0.0 225 98.1

10 18 20 0 0. 0 225 98.1
11 20 22 0 0.0 225 98.1
12 22 24 0 0.0 225 98.7
13 24 26 0 0.0 225 98.1
!4 26 28 0 0.0 225 98.1
15 28 30 1 0.4 226 99.7
16 30 32 1 0.4 227 99.6
77 32 34 0 0.0 221 99.6
18 34 36 1 0.4 228 100.0

Variabl-e: Number of Femal-e Cattl-e - Use DAP
Bin l,ower Upper Count Prcnt Total Prcnt
1 0 s.Ssssss 225 84.9 225 84.9
2 5.555555 11.11111 24 9. 1 249 94.0
3 11.11111 16.66661 5 1.9 254 95.8
4 16 . 66661 22 .22222 3 1 . 1 251 97 .0
5 22 .22222 21 .717't 8 1 0. 4 258 97 .4
6 2'1 .11118 33.33333 3 1.1 261 98.5
7 33.33333 38.88889 r 0.4 262 98.9
8 38. 88889 44.44444 0 0. 0 262 98 . 9
9 44.44444 50 0 0. 0 262 98. 9

10 50 55 . 55555 2 0 .8 264 99 .6
11 55. 55555 61 . 11111 0 0 . 0 264 99 .6
12 61 . 11111 66.66666 0 0. 0 264 99 .6
13 66.66666 '12.22222 0 0. 0 264 99 .6
L4 12 .22222 11 .11111 0 0. 0 264 99 .6
15 17 .71111 83.33333 0 0.0 264 99.6
76 83.33333 88.88889 0 0.0 264 99.6
r1 88.88889 94.44444 0 0.0 264 99.6
18 94.44444 100 1 0. 4 265 100. 0

Histogram
* **** * * **rr*******+***
*'/r *
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Histogram*********************
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Variabl-e: Education of Respondent - DontL Use DAp
Bin Lower Upper Count prcnt Total- prcnt Histogram1 0 .2222222 65 21 .9 65 Zj .9 . *****i***
5 .ggggggg 1.111111 764 10.4 229 99.3.*********************

10 2 2.222222 3 1.3 232 99.6:
18 3.'1'77778 4 7 0.4 233 100.0 :

Variabl-e: Education of Respondent
Bin Lower
10
5 . 8888889 1. 111111

. **********************
102
18 3.'7'11178 4

Upper
,222tt)

Variabl-e:
Bin Lower
11

2.222222

5 1.888889
10 3
!4 3.888889
18 4.111118

Count Prcnt
87 31.4

71 4 62.8

11 4.0
4 I-4

Portion of Produce Sold - Donrt Use DAp

Variabl-e:
Bin Lower
11

Upper
r.222222
2.III11,7
? ))))))
4.111111
5

5 1.888889
10 3
14 3.888889
18 4.711118

- Use DAP
Total- Prcnt

81 31.4
267 94.2

272 98.2
211 r00.0

Portion of Produce SoLd - Use DAp

Count Prcnt Tota.l_ Prcnt
41 20.3 41 20.3
88 38.1 13s 58.4
69 29.9 204 88.3
15 6.5 2r9 94.8
72 5.2 231 100.0

Upper
7.222222
2.7TTT!\
2 aaaaaaJ . LL¿¿¿¿
4 . 111111
tr

Variabl-e: Respondent Owes Money
Bin Lower Upper Count1 o .11rrrrr 198
10 1 1. 111111 13
18 1.888889 2 27

Variabl-e: Respondnet Owes Money
Bin Lower Upper Count1 o .iirrrrr 244
10 1 1.111111 16
18 1. 88888 9 2 15

Histogram
. ***********

Count Prcnt Total Prcnt
53 19.2 53 19.2
97 35.1 150 54.3
82 29.7 232 84.1
I7 6.2 249 90.2
21 9. I 2't 6 \00 .0

Histogram
. ************
. *********************
. *****************
. ****
. ***

HisLogram
. ***********
. *******************
. ****************

- Donrt Use DAP
Prcnt TotaL Prcnt.
85.3 198 85.3
5. 6 2tI 90. 9
9.I 232 I00.0

- Use
Prcnt
88.7
5.8
Ãtr

DAP
Tota.l- Prcnt

244 88.7
260 94.5
275 100. 0

Histogram
** **** * Jr*** * * ** ** *** *

Hist.ogram*********************

*



.&PPENÐffi 4: CF{ã-SQ{JA${'Ð Si,AE UES

lMissingl No DAPlUse DApl Totall
Coffee
main
crop

Maize
main
crop

Beans
main
crop

1l
I

I

Sorghum
mal-n
crop

341
4sl

2.81

0l
I

I

Rice
main
crop

146l
7261
3.31

6sl
541

2 .31

Mil-l-et
main
crop

sl
I

I

1
1

0.0

0l 1l
I 3t
I 1.11

729
r49
ao

qgt
eel

s.1l

Cotton
main
crop

0l
I

I

1
1

0.0

expected
Chi-Square

215
215
6.1

Cow Peas
main
crop

20IJJ I

421
0 .21

0l
I

I

sl
3l

0.e l

2l
?l

0.01

Bannans
main
crop

1l
1l

0.01

trô rJLI
4el

0.11

6l
6l

2.01

6l
'1 ?t

4.01

1
1

0.0

TotaI

e1l
e1l

0.31

0
n

0.5

0l
I

I

a1l

161
3.31

¿
2

0.0

5l
zl

3.21

1

1
0.4

29
29

/.J

233 |

233l,
1s.01

0l
3l

2.1 I

1
1

0-8

?1'7 I

271 |

12 .61

sl
sl

5.el

s10 |

s10 I

21 .11

723



Chi-Square wíth I
Probability Level

I Missing I

Missing

No
female
cattle

degrees of freedom

No DAP lUse DAP I TotaÌ |

Owns
femal-e
catt.l-e

0l
I

I

TotaL

sl r2l rllrtttrt

Chi-Square with 1
Probabil-ity LeveJ-

71 6l
1_42 |

8.41

521
861

13.7 |

130 |

]-64 |

7.21

No
education

¿ZÓ
228

22.2

21.651r
0. 0005

135 |

101 |

11.81

B
lMissingl No DAPlUse DAPI

306 |

3061 expected
15.6 | Chi-Square

Primary I

educaLion I

I

degrees of freedom

265
265

19. 1

187 |

187 |

25 .61

Secondary I

education I

(form 4) I

0l
I

I

493
493

47.2

124

Secondary I

education I

(form 6) |

651
6el

0.31

Post I

secondary I

education I

764
154
0.6

0l 3l
I 6t
I 1.81

871
831

0 .21

Total I

0l 0l 1l
I ol 1l
I 0.51 0.41

47.2098
0.0000

114
10Á

0.5

Total

7521
7521
0.51

Chi-Square with 4
Probability LeveJ-

11
I

1.5

338
338
1.1

1l
2l

0.71

74
T4

3.3

233 |

2331
3.el

AI
3l

0.61

1
1

0.8

degrees of freedom

211 |

211 |

3.21

EIJl
trlJl

1.31

s10 |

s10 l

7.11

7.1083
0.1303



Missing

Nothing
sold

lMissingl No DAPlUse DAPI Totall

Smal-l-
amount
sold

0l
I

I

HaLf
sol-d

0l
I

I

2l
I

I

Large
amount
sol-d

411
461

0.01

Al-t
sol,d

oo

84
0.2

0l
I

I

531
s4l

0.01

3l
I

I

6el
6el

0.01

0l
I

I

91
101
0.1

Total I

I

I

100
100
0.1

Chi-Square with 4
Probabil-ity Level

15
15

0.0

82
ö¿

0.0

185
185
0.3

12l
181

1.el

rll
rll

0.01

Missing

1s1 |

151 |

0.01

12s

23r
23I
2.r

I Missing I No DAP I Use DAP I Total- |

211
211

1.61

Respondent
owes no
money

321
321

0.01

degrees of freedom

21 6l
21 6l
1.81

Respondent Iowes I

informally

39
39

3.4

0l
I

I

Respondent
owes
bank

501
507
3.8

1l
I

I

198 |

202 |

0.11

0l
I

I

Total

2l
I

I

Chi-Square with 2
Probability Level

131
131

0.01

)Áat
240 |

0.11

3.8475
0 .427 0

3l
I

I

271
161

1 tt

161
161

0.01

442
442
0.2

232
232
l-.3

15
20

1.0

29
29

0.0

degrees of freedom

275
215
1.1

36
5b

2.3

507
501
atr

2.4685
0.2917



Missing

t'ï,and 
Iis not I

AvailabLe"

lMissingl No DAPlUse DAPI

"Land I
:- I!5 I

Aval-iabl-e"

0l
I

I

TotaL

Chi-Square with 1
Probabil-ity Level

s0l
411

0.21

1l
I

I

Total- |

L82l
18s I

0.01

531
561

0.11

Missing

3l
I

I

232
z5z
0.2

222
2r9
0.0

Can not
get
spares

lMissingl No DAPlUse DAPI Totall

103 |

103 |

0.31

degrees of freedom

27 51
27 51
0.21

Can
get
spares

404
404
0.1

0l
I

I

507 |

s07 |

0.41

126

Total

0l 18
I

I

Chi-Square with 1
Probabil-ity Level

2331
2031
4.41

0l
I

I

0l
301

29 .81

196 |

2261
3.el

18

0.4031
o.5252

¿53

34.2

OJ
33

26.8

429
429
8.3

degrees of freedom

2591 4e2l
2591 4921

30.81 65.01

63
63

56.'1

64 .9987
0.0000



APPENÐIX 5: C&{X-SQUARES SEGR&GATEE} BV CB.OPPãNG SVSTEMS

&dain Crop Cott,ott

Owns Female Catt]e
DAP | 0l 1l lotall

0l 61 0t 6l

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freedom 2.8820
Probability Level 0.0896

Main Crop Coffee

Owns Female Cattl-e
DAP I .l 0l 1l Totall

Totall 2Il 81 291

11 151 81 231

.l 0l 11 0l 1t

0l 31 251 61 311

rotal I l2l 52 I 3s I 87 I

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freedom 8.'1280
ProbabiLity Level 0.0031

1l el 211 2sl 561

127



128

Ivfain Crop Mai-ze

Owns Female CattLe
DAP I .l 0l 1l Totall

0l 21 1061 38¡ r44l

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freedom 14.0362
Probabil-ity Level 0.0002

lvlain Crop Rice

Owns FemaLe CaÈÈLe
DAP I 0l 1l Totall

Total- I 51 1711 991 2701

1l sl 6sl 611 r26t

0l 341 51 3el

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freedom 23.4993
Probabil-ity LeveJ- 0. 0000

l'tain Crop Coffee

"Spares are Availabl_e"
DAP I 0l 1l Torall

Total- I 531 38 | 911

11 1sl 331 521

0l 61 0t 6l

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freedom 2.401I
Probabil-ity Level 0.1208

Totall 221 11 291

11 161 71 231



129

Ivfain Crop Rice

"Spares are Avail_abl_e"
DAP I .l 0l 1l Torall

0l 0l 3el 0l 3et

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freedom 15.2153
Probabil-ity Level 0.0001

34aj-n Crop ì¿taize

"Spares are Available"
DAP I .l 0l 1l Totall

rotall 21 131 161 8el

11 21 341 161 50t

0l 0l 1461 0l 146l

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freedom 37.2126
Probability Level 0.0000

Main Crop Coffee
t'Spares are Avail-abl-e"

DAP I . l 0l 1l lotal_ l

lotal-l 111 2371 211 2641

11 111 e1l 211 1181

.l 0l 11 0t 1l

0l 0l 341 0l 341

Chi-Square with 1 degrees of freecìom
ProbabiÌiÈy LeveJ-

Total- | 21 84 I 13 I 97 I

11 21 501 131 631

8.1017
0 .0044



A,PPENIIW 6: CROF SAã..8 INCOME - /-TESTS

Filter: Main Crop Coffee
e (Tanzanian Shillinqs - 1,000s)

Group:
Count - Mean 34 38.1'7521 65 81 ,16L9I
958 C.L. of Mean 25.4089 52.74163 11.42255 104.1013
Std.Dev - Std.Error 38.30952 6.570028 65.94099 8.T't\giz
Ho:Diff=0 Equat Variances -- Unequal- Variances-
T Value - Prob. -3.988009 0.0001 -4.669407 0.0000
Degrees of Freedom 9'l 98.07861
Diff. - std. Error -48.98664 12.28348 -48.98664 10.49099
958 c.I. of Diff . -73.36592 -24.60136 -69.80556 -28.L67'13

F-ratio testing group variances 2.962161 Prob. Level- 0.0006

Two SampÌe T-Test Results

Dontt Use DAP ilse DAP

Fil-ter: Main Crop Maize
Response: Crop Sale Income (Tanzanian ShilJ-ings
Group:
Count - Mean 746
958 C.1,. of Mean 4.457963
Std.Dev - Std.Error 11.3078

Ho: Diff:0 Equal
T Va1ue - Prob. -4.11,2424
Degrees of Freedom
Diff. - Std. Error -7]-.46622
958 c.L. of Diff. -16.93098

F-ratio testing group variances

Donrt Use DAP

Filter: Main Crop Rice
@come (Tanzanian ShilJ-ings
Group:
CounÈ - Mean
958 C.I. of Mean
Std.Dev - Std.Error 19.5637

Ho: Diff=0 Equal
T Value - Prob .4852099
Degrees of Freedom
Diff. - Std. Error -2.051018
958 C.L. of Diff. -10.48068

F-ratio testing group variances

6. 301611
8.151259
.9358399

Variances - Unequal Variances----
0.0000 -3.920064 0.0001
2'73 157.506
2.188197 -77.46622 2.92507

-6.00141 -L'7 .24332 -5.689132

1 .14198 Prob. Level- 0.0000

- 1,000s)
Use ÐAP
129
72.28443
37.47 541

Donrt Use DAP
39
4.041676

10.3834
l.6.72519
3.732699

I'7 .16184
23.25725
2 .7 1 726I

Variances --- Unequal
0.6281 -.4819509
89

- 1, 000s )

Use DAP
52
6.111204
20.34209

4.23944
6.366644

1.081158

72.44042
18.10364
2.82094

Variances---
0 .6268

85 .6667 3
4 .275626
6 .323154

0.7980

-2 .057 078
-r0 . 437 19

Prob. Level

130



Filter: Main Crop Cotton
e (Tanzanian Shillings

Group: Dontt. Use ÐAP
Count - Mean 6
958 C.L. of Mean 6.9'14636
Std.Dev - Std.Error 4.835139

Ho: Diff:0

T Val-ue - Prob.
Degrees of Freedom
Diff. - Std. Error
958 c.L. of Diff.

F-ratio testing group variances

Equal

-.7653188

-7 .104286
-26 . 1498

72 .03661
11.0981
r .91 3937

Variances

0 .4507
27
9.282'787
77.94]-23

2r.29858

- 1, 000s )

Use DAP
23
9 .497894
22.3L435

UnequaJ_

-1 . 4 05603

-7 .704286
-I1 .45'1

Prob. Level-

l3l

19 . 14 095
28 .1 900I
4 .652865

Variances

0. 1708
28 .07 619
5.054263
3.248429

0. 0015


